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Abstract. The paper is focused on basic features of a graph database technol-

ogy, i.e. graph storage and querying. We attempt also to categorize different 

products in this software area. A special attention is devoted to modelling 

graph databases both at a conceptual and data level. Consequently, the notion 

of graph conceptual schema and graph database schema are introduced. The 

rest of the paper is devoted to some limitations of graph databases and Big 

Analytics requirements.  

1   Introduction 

Graph databases are focused on efficiently store and query highly connected data. 

They are a powerful tool for graph-like queries, e.g., computing the shortest path 

between two nodes in the graph. They reach an exceptional performances for local 

reads by traversing the graph and are flexible in usage of data models behind graphs. 

Graph databases are often included among NoSQL databases (e.g., [17]). One ra-

ther popular definition of a graph database, also called a graph-oriented database, 

says that it is a database that uses graph theory to store, map and query relationships. 

That is, the distinguished characteristics of the domain include: a) relationship-rich 

data, and b) relationships are first-class citizens in graph databases. 

Similarly to document or XML databases, a graph database can contain one (big) 

graph or a collections of graphs. The former includes, e.g., graphs such as the Web 

graph and social networks, the latter is especially popular in scientific domains such 

as chemistry and bioinformatics. Graph search occurs in other application scenarios, 

like recommender systems, complex object identification, software plagiarism detec-

tion, and traffic route planning. Other application areas include geospatial pro-

cessing, traffic networks, healthcare, retail, semantic associations, etc.  

A variant on this topic are RDF (Resource Description Framework) databases 

which store data in the format subject-predicate-object, which is known as a triple. 

However, in this paper we will mention triplestores only marginally.  

As usually, we should distinguish a Graph Database Management Systems 

(GDBMS) and a graph database (GDB). Unfortunately, the latter substitutes often 

the former in practice. We will also follow this imprecise terminology.  

c© P. Moravec, J. Pokorný, K. Richta (Eds.): Dateso 2016, pp. 1–12, ISBN 978-80-248-4031-4.
VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, FEECS, Department of Computer Science, 2016.



2 Jaroslav Pokorný

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces basic features of 

the GDB technology. Section 3 presents a categorization of GDBMSs. Section 4 

conducts modelling GDBs, identifying its merits as well as its issues. The notions of 

graph conceptual schema and graph database schema are introduced including some 

integrity constraints (ICs). Section 5 discusses some limitations and challenges of 

GDBMSs as well as some requirements for so called Big Analytics. Section 6 gives 

the conclusion. 

2   Graph Database Technology 

In general, database technologies are based on a database model. Here we will use a 

(labelled) property graph model whose basic constructs include: 

 entities (nodes), 

 properties (attributes),  

 labels (types), 

 relationships (edges) having a direction, start node, and end node, 

 identifiers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of a GDB 

 

Entities and relationships can hold any number of properties, nodes and edges can 

be tagged with labels. Both nodes and edges are defined by a unique identifier (Id). 

Properties are expressed in key-value style. In graph-theoretic notions we also talk 

about labelled and directed attributed multigraphs. These graphs are used both for 

GDB and its database schema (if any). An example of a GDB is in Figure 1. 

Teacher 

T_ID: ZI21 

T_Name: Uli 

Birth_year: 1982 

Language 

Name: German 

Textbook: German for beginners 

Town 

Town_name: Berlin 

Populaton: 50 

Teaches 

Day: Mon 

Hour: 6 

Room: S1 

Is_born_in 

Date: 23.4.1950 
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In the domain of graph databases we can meet also other types of basic data struc-

tures, e.g., hypergraphs, where a hyperedge connects an arbitrary set of nodes. Well-

known example of such GDBMS is HypergraphDB1. 

We focus on graph storage and graph querying based on the work [13]. 

2.1 Graph storage 

We distinguish more approaches to graph storage. Traditional solutions include: 

 relational SQL databases with  

 classical joins, 

 with Common Table Expressions. 

The latter is usable and relatively simple for trees and acyclic graphs. A more 

complicated style and different tricks are necessary to manipulating cyclic graphs.  

 Datalog which is able, e.g., to cover conjunctive regular path queries (see Section 

2.2). 

Due to rather less effective implementations, Datalog may be appropriate for 

small graphs. But a `renaissance' for Datalog is trendy now. DATOMIC2 is a distrib-

uted DBMS with ACID properties, joins, and Datalog as a query language.  
{ 

A: { 

   out : [B, C], in : [D] 

   }  

B: { 

   in : [A] 

   }  

C: { 

   out : [D], in: [A] 

   }  

D: { 

   out: [A], in: [C] 

   }  

} 

a)                                                                           b) 

Fig. 2. Graph and its representation in JSON format 

Less traditional solutions use:  

 XML databases (require XML data model for graphs), 

 JSON datastores (graphs are stored in the JSON format). 

Figure 2a shows a JSON representation of the graph in Figure 2b. 

                                                        
1 http://www.hypergraphdb.org/index (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
2 http://www.datomic.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 

A 

B 
C 

D 
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Today the most usable approach to GDBs is called 

 native GDBMS. 

GDBMSs use a native implementation support so called index-free adjacency, i.e. 

the case when every node is directly linked to its neighbour node. Index-free adja-

cency is the key differentiator of native graph processing. 

2.2 Graph querying 

The simplest type of a query preferably uses the index-free adjacency. A node vk є V 

is said to be at a k-hop distance from another node v0 є V, if there exists a shortest 

path from v0 to vk comprising of k edges. In practice, the basic queries are the most 

frequent. They include look for a node, look for its neighbours (1-hop), scan edges in 

several hops (layers), retrieval of an attribute values, etc. Looking for a node based 

on its properties or through its identifier is called point querying. Figure 3 docu-

ments these notions. 

 

                                              

                       

 

Fig. 3. 2-hop distance between A and B 

A node query is a query that retrieves information associated with a graph node 

including label, properties, incoming edges and outgoing edges. An edge query is a 

query for retrieving information about edge label and/or edge property of an edge in 

a graph database. Retrieving an edge by Id, may not be a constant time operation. 

For example, GDBMS Titan3 will retrieve an adjacent node of the edge to be re-

trieved and then execute a node query to identify the edge. The former is constant 

time but the latter is potentially linear in the number of edges incident on the node 

with the same edge label. 

An important part of graph database technology is indexing (e.g., [21]). Indices 

are commonly built into graph databases in order to support fast searches.  

With index-free adjacency no special index is necessary for some query types. The 

following properties can be reached: 

 query complexity is adequate - index lookups could be O(log n), O(1) for looking 

up immediate relationships, 

 to traverse a network of m steps, the cost of the indexed approach is O(m log n),  

 O(m) for an implementation that uses index-free adjacency (when the data is in 

memory). 

In other words, local graph queries based on graph traversals are processed effective-

ly. An interesting experiment was done by E. Eifrém (CEO of Graph Database Com-

                                                        
3 http://thinkaurelius.github.io/titan/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 

A 

B 
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pany Neo). He published in 2012 a result of testing speed of the “friends of friends” 

query in relational and graph DBMSs: 

 three levels depth: graph database beat the relational one by a factor of 150,  

 four levels depth: the graph database bested the relational one by a factor of 1000. 

Without doubts, the native implementation of GDBMS is of a key importance for 

querying. 

The book [19] documents how much more efficient and performant GDBMS 

Neo4j4 can be compared to relational databases for solving specific problems, such as 

the social networks. 

As more complex queries we meet very often subgraph and supergraph queries. 

They belong to rather traditional queries based on exact matching. Other typical que-

ries include breadth-first/depth-first search, path and shortest path finding, least-

cost path finding (see Dijkstra's algorithm for finding the shortest paths, A* for 

finding the optimal path), finding cliques or dense subgraphs, finding strong con-

nected components, etc. Algorithms used for such complex queries need often itera-

tive computation. This is not easy, e.g., with the MapReduce (MR) framework [2] 

used usually in NoSQL databases for Big Data processing.  

In Big Graphs often approximate matching is needed. Allowing structural relaxa-

tion, then we talk about structural similarity queries.   

Since the subgraph search and the supergraph search are two of the most popular 

query scenarios in graph databases, graph indices for subgraphs are very important. 

They enable to filter out false graphs so that the query is compared with only the 

remaining graphs. 

The most distinctive output for a graph query is another graph, which is ordinarily 

a transformation, a selection or a projection of the original graph stored in the data-

base. This implies that graph visualization is strongly tied to the graph querying. 

Very useful are regular path queries (RPQ).  RPQs have the form: 

RPQ(x, y) := (x, R, y) 

where R is a regular expression over the vocabulary of edge labels. RPGs provide 

couples of nodes connected by a path conforming to R. With the closure of RPQs 

under conjunction and existential quantification we obtain conjunctive RPQs. 

Inspired by the SQL language, graph databases are often equipped by a declarative 

query language. Today, the most known graph declarative query language is Cypher 

working with Neo4j database [16]. Cypher commands are loosely based on SQL 

syntax and are targeted at ad hoc queries of the graph data.  

3   Categories of Graph Databases 

Wikipedia5 describes 47 GDBMSs in August 2016. These systems are usually classi-

fied in this way: 

                                                        
4http://www.neo4j.org/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
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 general purpose GDBMSs: 

distributed: Sparksee6 (originally DEC), InfiniteGraph7, Titan, GraphBase8 

centralized: Neo4j (or a variant in a cluster with master-slave replication)  

 special GDBMSs: 

Web-oriented: InfoGrid9, FlockDB10 

multimodel: OrientDB11, Virtuoso12, ArangoDB13, Stardog14, AllegroGraph15,    

      Sqrrl16 

hypergraphs: HyperGraphDB 

triplestores: BrightStarDB17, Blazegraph18 (formely Bigdata), GraphDB™19 

 low-level platforms: Pregel [7], Giraph20 

We will mention two categories in a more detail. Multimodel GDBMSs offer an 

interesting category of hybrid solutions based on more data models. For example, 

OrientDB and ArangoDB enable to work also with documents and key-value data, 

Virtuoso even with relations, XML, RDF data, and documents, Stardog and Alle-

groGraph with RDF data. The functionality of Sqrrl covers all basic types of NoSQL 

databases, i.e. documents, key-value and wide column data. In other words, multi-

model DBMSs support unification of enterprise data. 

Low-level platforms Pregel and Giraph offer also interesting possibilities. They 

are based on Bulk Synchronous Processing (BSP) model [18] which is used to the 

design, analysis and implementation of parallel algorithms there. Pregel is a system 

for large-scale graph processing on distributed cluster of commodity machines. 

Giraph extends Pregel. It is built on top of Apache Hadoop, i.e. utilizes MapReduce 

framework implementation to process graphs. Currently it is used at Facebook to 

analyze the social graphs. Pregel and Giraph do not use a GDB for storage of graphs. 

There is a very popular ranking21 for GDBMs. The popularity of a system is 

measured by using the following parameters: number of mentions of the system on 

websites, general interest in the system, frequency of technical discussions about the 

system, number of job offers, in which the system is mentioned, number of profiles in 

                                                                                                                                    
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_database (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
6 http://sparsity-technologies.com/#sparksee (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
7 http://www.objectivity.com/products/infinitegraph/#.U8O_yXnm9I0 (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
8 http://graphbase.net/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
9 http://infogrid.org/trac/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
10 https://github.com/twitter/flockdb (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
11 http://www.orientechnologies.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
12 http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
13 https://www.arangodb.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
14 http://stardog.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
15 http://franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
16 https://sqrrl.com/product/property-graphs-101/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
17 http://brightstardb.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
18 https://www.blazegraph.com/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
19 http://ontotext.com/products/graphdb /(retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
20 http://giraph.apache.org/ (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
21 http://db-engines.com/en/ranking/graph+dbms (retrieved on 2.8.2016) 
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professional networks, in which the system is mentioned, and relevance in social 

networks. Table 1 shows the first 10 systems in ranking from August, 2016. 

Table 1. DB-Engines Ranking of GDBMSs 

Rank     GDBMS               Database model   Score 

1. Neo4j   Graph DBMS 35.57   

2. OrientDB Multi-model  5.96   

3. Titan  Graph DBMS 4.89   

4. Virtuoso  Multi-model  2.40   

5. ArangoDB Multi-model  1.93   

6. Giraph  Graph DBMS 0.95   

7. Stardog  Multi-model  0.54   

8. AllegroGraph  Multi-model  0.46   

9. Sqrrl  Multi-model  0.26   

10. InfiniteGraph Graph DBMS 0.19   

 

We can observe that the most popular GDBMS is Neo4j. This system and some 

more general information are described in the book [16]. Note that RDF stores are 

considered in other category of DBMSs in the ranking. 

Another GDBMs categorization takes into account possibilities to express a data-

base schema. A general approach to NoSQL databases does not require the notion at 

all. Strict schema enforcement is sometimes considered disadvantageous by those 

who develop applications for dynamic domains, e.g., domains dealing with user-

generated content, where the structure of data may change very often [1]. Conse-

quently, many these systems are schema-less. OrientDB even distinguishes three 

roles of graph database schema: schema-full, schema-less, and schema-hybrid. 

4   Modelling Graph Databases 

Current commercial GDBMSs need more improvements to meet traditional defini-

tions of conceptual and database schema known, e.g., from the relational databases 

world. The graph database model is usually not presented explicitly, but it is hidden 

in constructs of data definition language (DDL) which is at disposal in the given 

GDBMS. These languages also enable to specify some simple ICs. Conceptual mod-

elling of graph databases is not used at all. Both graph conceptual schema and graph 

database schema can provide effective communication medium between users of any 

GDB. They can also significantly help to GDB designers. 

In [15] we proposed a binary E-R model as a variant for graph conceptual model-

ling considering strong entity types, weak entity types, relationship types, attributes, 

identification keys, partial identification keys, ISA-hierarchies, and min-max ICs. 

Figure 4 uses for min-max ICs well-known notation with dotted lines and crow's 

foots used for the start node and the end node of some edges. The perpendicular line 
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denotes the identification and existence dependency of weak entity types. Subtyping 

(ISA-hierarchies) are expressed simply by arrow to the entity supertype. 

A correct graph conceptual schema may be mapped into an equivalent (or nearly 

equivalent) graph database schema with the straightforward mapping algorithm [15] 

but with a weaker notion of a database schema, i.e. some inherent ICs from the con-

ceptual level have to be neglected to satisfy usual notation of directed, labelled, at-

tributed multigraphs. We can propose several different graph database schemas from 

a graph conceptual schema. For example, the edges Teaches and Is_born_in 

provide only a partial information w.r.t. the associated source conceptual schema. 

For example, the inverted arrow Is_taught could be used as well. Figures 4 and 5 

give examples of graph conceptual schema and graph database schema, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Graph conceptual schema    Fig. 5. Graph database schema 

Due to the graph structure of data in graph database, associated explicit ICs can 

have also a graph form. Very simple IC of this type is a functional dependency (FD) 

between some node types. For example,  

 

 

denotes such FD. A more general FD is so called conditional functional dependency 

(CFD). In the notation 

 

 

A, B are node labels, R is edge label, and φ is a Boolean expression. For example, the 

rule that teachers older than 70 teach at most one language is CFD. 

Notice that these FDs are different from FDs introduced in relational DBS. Con-

sidering, e.g., Armstrong axioms, only axiom of transitivity can be applied here. The 

axiom of reflexivity does not hold in general. For example, the statement  

                                   Is_friend_of 

Teacher Town 
Is_born_in 

Person 

Is_a 

Language 

Teacher 

Town Street 

Person 

Has      Is_in 

Is_taught 

Teaches 

Is_born_in 

Is_birthplace_of 

Language 

Teacher 

Town Street 

Person 
Is_a 

Has 

Teaches 

Is_born_in 

B A(φ) 
R 
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does not hold, i.e., it express no FD. A person can have more friends.  

A more advanced concept of ICs is based on graph patterns. A serious solution is 

offered by the GRAD [4] database model, where IC patterns are defined in a very 

sophisticated way. The model fits the “load first, model later” data management 

strategy mention by Olsson  [12] in context of big Data Warehouses, which fosters 

an “schema on read”, which is  more convenient for irregular dynamic graph data 

than the traditional “schema on write”. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Integrity constraint pattern 

5   Discussion 

Despite of the fact that the number of GDBMSs is high, their implementations are 

far from optimal. Based on the work [13], we describe some their limitations and 

trends reacting to them in Section 5.1. New challenges, particularly so called Big 

Analytics, come from Big Data area. Big Graphs require new methods both for data 

storage and processing enabling graph analytics to be combined with other analytics 

techniques. We will mention these issues in Section 5.2. 

5.1 Limitations of GDBMSs and trends in their development 

Design of GDB. Similarly to traditional databases, some attempts to develop design 

models and tools occur in last time. According to [15], we can start from a conceptu-

al schema expressed in the E-R model. 

Heterogeneous and uncertain graph data. These considerations are actual in cases 

when data sets need to be semantically integrated in order to be effectively queried or 

analyzed. Even most real-world graphs are heterogeneous.  

More user-friendly querying. Due to their complex schemas and a variety of infor-

mation descriptions, it becomes very hard to formulate a query that has to be proper-

ly processed by the existing systems. Moreover, most commercial GDB cannot be 

queried using a declarative language.   

Name: German 

 

Birth_year: > 1980 

Teaches 

Language 

Teacher 
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Graph pattern matching. New semantics and algorithms for graph pattern matching 

over distributed graphs are in development. A key work in this area is the paper [7] 

which proposes distributed algorithms and optimization techniques that exploit the 

properties of graph simulation and the analyses of distributed algorithms. 

Keyword search on graph representation of data: The problem is to find a (closely) 

connected set of nodes that together match all given keywords. Because of  the  un-

derlying  graph  structure,  keyword  search  over  graph  data  is  much more com-

plex than keyword search over documents. One of challenges here is how to devise  

efficient  algorithms  that  implement  the  semantics  and  the  ranking strategies  

[20] and how to extend it to ontologies, i.e. on a more semantic view of graph data. 

Visualization. Graph visualization generally deals with ways of drawing graphs ac-

cording to a set of predefined aesthetic criteria [14]. Improvement of human-data 

interaction is fundamental, particularly a visualization of Big Data, and of query and 

analysis results.  

Benchmarks. Despite of the fact that some attempts exist (see, e.g., [3]) new bench-

marks are needed from the following reasons: 

 The benchmarks built, e.g., for RDF data, are mostly focused on scaling and not 

on querying.  

 Benchmarks covering a variety of graph analysis tasks are missing. They would 

help towards evaluating and comparing the expressive power and the performance 

of different GDBMSs and frameworks. 

Graph streams processing. Processing massive graphs in the data stream model has 

two-fold motivation [10]:  a) in many applications, the dynamic graphs that arise are 

too large to be stored in the main memory of a single machine and b) considering 

graph problems yields new insights into the complexity of stream computation.  

Compressing graphs: It allows for more efficient storage and transfer of, e.g., Web 

graphs, and may improve the performance of Web algorithms. Matching without 

decompression is possible (so called query preserving graph compression [4]. Com-

bining parallelism with compressing or partitioning is also very interesting. 

5.2 Big Analytics Requirements 

Complex graph algorithms are needed. The ideal GDBS should understand analytic 

queries that go beyond k-hop queries for small k. Authors of [11] describe an exper-

iment with a network having 256 million edges, 4 fundamental graph algorithms, 

and 12 GDBMSs. The most popular systems have reached the worst results in these 

tests.  

Developing heuristics for some hard graph problems. Without doubts, a partitioning 

of large-scale dynamic graph data for efficient distributed processing is desirable. 

But the classical graph partition problem is NP-hard. Due to inherent computational 
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complexity of some graph queries, it is unlikely that we can lower it. Indexes in turn 

incur extra cost, e.g., for building reachability matrix and its maintenance. Using 

good heuristics enables, e.g., that partitioning Big Graphs can be done efficiently 

(see, e.g. [6] with Hadoop and Giraph).  

Parallelization. It is needed when the data is too big to handle on one server and/or 

when the data does not all fit into the memory available and complex graph algo-

rithms are used. Due to the fact that partitioning a graph is a problem, most GDBs 

do not provide shared nothing parallel queries on very large graphs. 

Large-scale Graph Analytics. There are doubts whether the popular node-centric 

programming model is really a good model for graph analytics [22]. The overall 

computation needs to be decomposed into smaller local tasks that can be (largely) 

independently executed. This requires a large number of iterations. For example, 

distributed Datalog-based framework seems to be more appropriate in this case. 

6   Conclusions 

The objective of this paper was to give a rather broad overview of the knowledge 

behind GDBMS and the technologies around graphs. The part concerning graph 

modelling is relatively new and provides some challenges both for another research 

and a development of associated software tools for a design GDBs. Of special im-

portance is the Section 6 discussing limitations of GDBMSs and trends in their de-

velopment. 

All the techniques associated to GDBMS and supporting in a graph search engine 

should fulfill so called FAE rule [8]. The FAE rule says that the quality of search 

engines involves with three key factors: Friendliness, Accuracy and Efficiency, i.e. 

that a good search engine must provide the users with a friendly query interface and 

highly accurate answers in a fast way. This is the main challenge in this area. 

Finely notice, that using graphs does not occur only in classical graph applica-

tions. Graphs can be used to model all sorts of relationships and processes in all 

kinds of systems. For example, graph analytics might be used to compare financial 

trade data with social, geographic, and other data. Web environment offers to find 

related concepts. Thus, in order to leverage data relationships, organizations need a 

database technology that stores relationship information as a first-class entity. 
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Abstract. Open Government Data is often seen as an enabler of increased trans-

parency and citizen participation in governance. Availability of information 

about public budgets is essential for understanding how public services are fi-

nanced and how the taxpayers’ money are spent. Making this information avail-

able in open and machine readable formats enables effective analysis of the data 

and other forms of reuse. In this paper we discuss how opening up data about 

public budgets could contribute to the public sector transparency, accountability 

and Open Government. We propose a methodology for publishing Linked Open 

Data (LOD) using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary. Using Czech budget data as 

an example we demonstrate how the proposed approach could be used for pub-

lishing budget data as LOD. 

Keywords: Open Data, Open Government, Linked Open Data, RDF, Data 

Cube Vocabulary, public budgets, methodology, Czech Republic. 

1 Introduction 

According to [18] transparency of government actions, accessibility of government ser-

vices and responsiveness to new ideas, demands and needs are the main attributes of 

Open Government. Bauer and Kaltenböck characterize Open Government as a move-

ment that is aimed at establishing “a modern cooperation among politicians, public 

administration, industry and private citizens by enabling more transparency, democ-

racy, participation and collaboration” [1].  

According to [22] Open Data is data “that can be freely used, re-used and redistrib-

uted by anyone - subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and sharealike”. 

Open Definition [21] provides precise definition of “openness” in Open Data. Many 

countries across the globe have launched their Open Government Data (OGD) initia-

tives [27], i.e. initiatives aimed at making data held by public organizations available 

for reuse in open and machine-readable formats via Internet. 

Access to government information is seen as a prerequisite of the public scrutiny 

[19]. That is why OGD is expected to positively impact public transparency and ac-

countability [26]. Utilization of OGD might allow individuals and businesses to make 

better decisions. Publication of OGD and use of technologies by governments might 

c© P. Moravec, J. Pokorný, K. Richta (Eds.): Dateso 2016, pp. 13–24, ISBN 978-80-248-4031-4.
VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, FEECS, Department of Computer Science, 2016.
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therefore serve as an enabler of e-participation and increased public engagement [26]. 

OGD is therefore seen as a key aspect of Open Government [1]. 

In this paper we discuss how opening up data about public budgets could contribute 

to the public sector transparency and Open Government. We build upon our experience 

gained during the project “Public sector budgetary data as Open Data” (hereafter the 

CSOBD project) 1  and our research aimed at self-describing fiscal data [11]. The 

CSOBD project was aimed at demonstrating how Czech budget data could be published 

as LOD and linked to other relevant data. Because publication of OGD is not only a 

technical challenge (see for example [10], [26]), we introduce a methodology for pub-

lication of Linked Open Data (LOD) using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (DCV). We 

also describe how Czech budget data was represented as LOD following the developed 

methodology. 

This paper is structured as follows. In the following section we define open budget 

data and we discuss its role in Open Government. Next we introduce a methodology 

for publishing LOD using the DCV and in the subsequent section we describe how this 

methodology was used to publish Czech budget data as LOD. Conclusions are pre-

sented at the end of this paper. 

2 Open Budget Data and Open Government 

In the previous section it was already explained that OGD and Open Government are 

closely related and that transparency of government actions is one of the key aspects of 

Open Government (see [18]). According to Dener and Min [8] fiscal transparency could 

be defined as ”the ready availability of meaningful information on fiscal policy and 

achievements to the public”. Fiscal transparency can improve trust in government and 

possible way to achieve the improved fiscal transparency is publication of reliable open 

budget data [8]. 

For the purpose of this paper we adapt definition of open budget data from [9] where 

it is defined as “public financial information used in the budget cycle that is freely 

available in a machine readable format to use, modify and share (as per opendefini-

tion.org)”. Together with open spending data (data about public expenditure) it is a part 

of wider category of data: open fiscal data, i.e. data about public finance [9]. 

Openness of budget data is analyzed in both Global Open Data Index [20] and Open 

Data Barometer [27]. Therefore it is one of the datasets or data categories used to assess 

the state of OGD around the world and to compare maturity of OGD initiatives in dif-

ferent countries. In both of these studies budget data is also distinguished from spending 

data where spending data is viewed as detailed transactional data about actual public 

expenditure (see [27], [20]). Compared to the spending data, budget data represent high 

level data describing the planned expenditure. 

In his study aimed at open budget data Gray [9] argues that one of the most signifi-

cant political questions nowadays is how the public money is collected and distributed. 

He also points out that digital technologies “have the potential to transform the way 

                                                           
1 http://opendata.vse.cz/tacr/mf/index.html (only in Czech) 
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that information about public money is organised, circulated and utilised in society, 

which in turn could shape the character of public debate, democratic engagement, gov-

ernmental accountability and public participation in decision making about public 

funds” [9]. 

Making fiscal data and therefore budget data available as Open Data has the potential 

to support transparency, government accountability and it could act as one of the ena-

blers of increased public participation in political debate. This in turn has the potential 

to support development of Open Government. 

Dener and Kim argue that governments can maximize benefits of open budget data 

by following guidelines on publishing Linked Open Data [8]. Using Linked Data prin-

ciples (see below) is also one of the ways the fiscal data could be published together 

with description of its domain specific semantics [11]. Therefore publishing budget data 

as LOT might help to make fiscal data easier to use and reuse. 

3 Methodology for Use of the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary 

Methodology for Publishing Linked Open Data using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary 

(DCV) is described in this section. Brief introduction of the DCV and the Czech stand-

ards for publication of OGD is provided as well. 

3.1 The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary 

The RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (DCV) [5] is a W3C recommendation for representing 

multidimensional data using the Resource Description Framework (RDF, see [23]) and 

publishing it as Linked Data (LD). Linked Data is a set of principles for publishing and 

connecting structured data on the web [3]. These principles are [2]: 

1. Use URIs as names for things. 

2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those names. 

3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful information, using the standards 

(RDF, SPARQL). 

4. Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover more things. 

 

Data model of the DCV is compatible with the data model of the international standard 

for sharing statistical data – SDMX (Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange, see [24]). 

Data cube in the DCV represents a collection of data that consists of observations 

(measured values), associated dimensions, structural metadata that help to interpret the 

observations such as unit of measurement and reference metadata that describes the 

data as a whole, for example identification of the data publisher. DCV provides a set 

classes and properties that allows representing these concepts in RDF. More infor-

mation about representing data using the DCV could be found in [5]. 
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3.2 Czech Standards for Publication and Cataloguing of Open Government 

Data 

Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic is developing a set of standards for pub-

lication and cataloguing of OGD in the Czech Republic [17]. These standards provide 

a recommended process for OGD publication that should be followed by the Czech 

public sector bodies (OGD publishers) as well as the corresponding set of roles and 

responsibilities. The following roles are defined in the standards [17]: 

 Chief Executive of the publisher – top representative of a public sector body that 

authorizes the decision to publish Open Data, assigns roles and approves the Open 

Data publication plan. 

 Open Data Coordinator – person accountable for the Open Data publication pro-

cess and responsible for its management. 

 Data Curator – person responsible for one or more datasets of the publisher. 

 Open Data Catalogue Administrator – person responsible for the Open Data cat-

alogue of the publisher and for maintenance of the catalogue records. 

 IT Specialist – expert in the domain of information technologies that helps Data 

Curators to prepare datasets for publication and Open Data Catalogue Administrator 

to maintain the Open Data catalogue. 

 

Process framework of the standards consists of three activity domains that are broken 

down into required and optional steps of the OGD publication process [17]: 

 Development of the Open Data publication plan – steps in this activity domain 

are aimed at initiating the Open Data initiative, assigning roles, analysis of the avail-

able data and planning of the data release. 

 Opening up datasets – steps in this activity domain are conducted in order to trans-

form data to open and machine-readable formats and to make them available for 

reuse via Internet. 

 Development of a local Open Data catalogue – all steps in this activity domain are 

optional and should be conducted only if the publisher decides to establish its own 

Open Data catalogue. National Open Data Catalogue could be used instead. 

3.3 Methodology for Publication of Linked Open Data Using the RDF Data 

Cube Vocabulary 

The objective of the Methodology for Publication of Linked Open Data using the RDF 

Data Cube Vocabulary (hereafter the Methodology) [4] is to provide a comprehensive 

process and a set of practices for publication of multidimensional data as LOD. This 

Methodology was developed by the authors of this paper as a result of the CSOBD 

project. Rationale for creating this methodology could be summarized as follows: 

 There was a lack of methodical guidelines for publication of multidimensional data 

as LOD in Czech and thus more accessible to the audience in the Czech Republic. 
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 Available guidance and good practices for publishing LOD needed to be adapted to 

fit into the process and organizational framework of the Czech standards for publi-

cation and cataloguing of OGD. 

 The methodology was seen as an instrument to capture experience gained during the 

CSOBD project and a way to ensure that the process used during the project is doc-

umented and repeatable. 

A dataset and a data cube are viewed as distinct concepts in the Methodology. While 

definition of a dataset corresponds to the class dcat:Dataset of the DCAT vocab-

ulary (see [13]), definition of a data cube corresponds to the class qb:DataSet of the 

DCV. Because the same data could be distributed in different formats, DCAT intro-

duces a class dcat:Distribution to represent the format-specific distributions of 

some data. Therefore in the Methodology data represented as RDF data cubes are 

treated as a distribution rather than a dataset itself. 

Process for publication of LOD using the DCV and a set of recommendations ad-

dressing the common challenges faced when publishing this kind of data (practices) are 

the main building blocks of the Methodology. These building blocks are explained in 

more details in the following paragraphs. 

Czech standards for publication of OGD influenced development of the Methodol-

ogy because it was designed to be applicable together with the standards. Process for 

publication of LOD proposed in the Methodology was aligned with the process frame-

work of the standards and the roles defined in the standards were also adapted in the 

Methodology. The only exception is the role of the Chief Executive of the publisher 

that is not directly involved in the process proposed in the Methodology because every 

activity that s/he is responsible for according to the Czech OGD standards were con-

sidered to be beyond the scope of the Methodology, e.g. assigning role or development 

of the Open Data publication plan. 

Figure 1 depicts the process for publication of LOD using the DCV proposed in the 

Methodology. Swim lanes are used to indicate responsibility of the involved roles. 

In order to avoid duplicating activities that are described in the Czech OGD stand-

ards and to avoid possible consistency issues it was decided to focus on the specific 

aspects of publication of LOD using the DCV in the Methodology and refer to the 

Czech OGD standards on topics that are relevant to publication of OGD in general. For 

example providing data under terms and conditions that permit its reuse is one of the 

key aspects of Open Data [22], [26]. Licensing of datasets within the Czech legal frame-

work is discussed in detail in the Czech OGD standards and therefore the Methodology 

does not specifically deal with this topic. 

Specify means of access, verify prepared datasets, publish datasets and publish cat-

alogue records also represent activities that are generally applicable during publication 

of OGD regardless of the format. These activities are part of the process proposed in 

the Methodology for the sake of its completeness. However there are no specific prac-

tices related to these activities described in the Methodology. In figure 1 these activities 

are enclosed with dotted line. 
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Fig. 1. Process for publication of LOD using the DCV (source: translated from [4]) 

Instead of providing detailed description of the steps depicted in figure 1 a set of prac-

tices is provided. These practices try to address challenges related to publication of 

LOD and use of the DCV with recommended solutions and guidelines. Challenges ad-

dressed in the Methodology and the relevant practices are listed in Table 1. In the Meth-

odology these practices are also linked to the individual steps of the process for publi-

cation of LOD. This allows users of the Methodology to either follow the process or to 

look for a specific solution. 

Practices proposed in the Methodology should help the users with identification of 

measures and dimensions in existing data and with the subsequent design of the data 

structure definitions. Recommended URI patterns as well as recommendations for rep-

resenting common dimensions are provided as well. The practices also cover topics 

such as transformation of existing data into the RDF data cubes with automatic ETL 

procedures (data extraction, transformation and loading), describing data cubes with 

metadata and validation and verification of the RDF data cubes. 

 

Table 1. Challenges and related practices (source: translated from [4]) 

Practice Challenge 

Identification of measures and di-

mensions 

What is a measure and what is a dimension? 

How to recognize them in some existing data? 

Identification of datasets and RDF 

data cubes in existing data 

Could all the existing data be published as a sin-

gle dataset? 
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Practice Challenge 

Designing data structure definition 
How to design a schema of a data cube using the 

DCV? 

Designing URIs What are the recommended URI patterns? 

Representing measures and dimen-

sions with vocabularies 

What vocabularies should be reused and where 

to find them? When is development of a new vo-

cabulary appropriate? 

Representing code lists using the 

SKOS vocabulary 
How to represent code lists? 

Representing time dimension 
How should the time dimension be represented 

in a data cube? 

Representing geographical dimen-

sion 

How should the geographical dimension be rep-

resented in a data cube? 

Representing gender dimension 
How should the gender dimension be repre-

sented in a data cube? 

Representing entities as a dimen-

sion 

How should entities such as organizations be 

represented in a data cube as a dimension? 

Linking observation components to 

existing concepts 

How could measures, dimensions and attributes 

be linked to relevant existing concepts? 

Automating transformation of data How to reduce effort needed to prepare the data? 

Describing a data cube with 

metadata 

What metadata should be attached to a data cube 

and how to represent this metadata? 

Validation and verification of RDF 

data cubes 

How to verify that a data cube contains correct 

and complete data? 

4 Publishing Czech Budget Data as Linked Open Data 

In this section we first describe open budget data that is being published by the Ministry 

of Finance of the Czech Republic (MFCR). Then we explain how this data was pub-

lished as LOD in the CSOBD project and how it was linked to other relevant datasets. 

4.1 Open Budget Data in the Czech Republic 

MFCR makes budget data available as OGD on its Monitor portal [14]. This portal 

provides access to both data and visualizations of budget and accounting information 

collected from the public organizations in the Czech Republic. Provided data covers all 

levels of the Czech public administration, i.e. data of the central public sector bodies 

such as ministries as well as data from local administrations are available. Data availa-

ble on the Monitor portal are extracted from the Integrated information system of the 

Treasury (IISSP) and from the Central accounting information system (CSUIS) [14]. 

Published data is updated quarterly [14]. 

There are two categories of data available on the Monitor portal: transactional data 

and code lists. Code lists are available in XML format [15]. Actual budget and account-

ing data (transactional data) is available in CSV format [16]. This data is available in 
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several datasets that are structured according to the set of budget and accounting state-

ments that public organizations in the Czech Republic need to report. Legal basis for 

this reporting is set by the Act No. 563/1991 Coll. on accounting [7] and by the Act No. 

218/2000 Coll. on budget rules [6]. 

4.2 Making Czech Budget Data Available as Linked Open Data 

Open budget data available on the Monitor portal was represented as LOD in the 

CSOBD project. Due to the scope of the project only data covering period of years 

2010-2014 was processed. We will only discuss budget data reported as a part of the 

statements FIN 2-04 U (central public sector bodies) and FIN 2-12 M (local administra-

tions) in the rest of the paper, however accounting data such as balance sheet or cash-

flow statement was also represented as LOD during the project. 

Methodology introduced in the previous section was followed during the project. At 

first the source datasets that contain data from various sections of the FIN 2-04 U and 

FIN 2-12 M statements and the relevant code lists were analyzed with focus on the 

structure of the data and its update periodicity. Several workshops with the representa-

tives of the MFCR were conducted during the analysis in order to verify the results. 

Based on this analysis measures and dimensions were identified. 

Measures and dimensions are represented as component properties of the RDF Data 

Cube Vocabulary and they form data structure definitions of the respective data cubes. 

For example approved amount of budget is one of the common measures in budget 

data. Listing 1 shows the RDF definition of the measure property 

mfcr-dsd:schvalenyRozpocet that represents the approved amount of budget. 

 

@prefix qb: <http://purl.org/linked-data/cube#> . 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 

@prefix mfcr-dsd: <http://linked.opendata.cz/resource/do-

main/mfcr/monitor/dsd/> . 

 

mfcr-dsd:schvalenyRozpocet a rdf:Property, qb:MeasureProperty ; 

 rdfs:label "Schválený rozpočet"@cs ; 

 rdfs:domain qb:Observation ; 

 rdfs:range xsd:decimal . 

Listing 1. Approved amount of budget as qb:MeasureProperty (source: authors) 

Due to the complexity of budget data a comprehensive description of measures, dimen-

sions and data structure definitions of the data cubes is beyond the scope of this paper. 

One of the key finding of the analysis was that the code lists change over time which 

affected modelling of the code list in RDF. Code lists were modelled as SKOS concept 

schemes. For each of the code list items an abstract concept was created that was linked 
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to its versions valid in different periods of time. Relevant versions of the concept were 

then used as values for dimensions in the DCV observations. This approach to model-

ling of code lists is illustrated in figure 2. 

In figure 2 we use budgetary unit as an example. Budgetary unit represents an entity 

for which budgetary or accounting data is reported, for example a ministry, a region or 

a city/town. For the sake of readability of the figure we display abridged identifiers of 

entities, not the full HTTP URIs used in the data. In the example, an entity 

BudgetaryUnit/00064581 represents the abstract representation of Prague, 

capitol city of the Czech Republic. There are two versions of this entity valid for two 

consequent periods of time. First BudgetaryUnit/00064581/2009-12-31 

valid from 31st December 2009 to 31st December 2011 and second, 

BudgetaryUnit/00064581/2012-01-01 valid from 1st January 2012 to 1st 

January 9999 which indicates the most recent version of the entity. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of code list items, their relationships and validity (source: authors) 

The source datasets differ in both content and structure of the data. For each of the 

source dataset a corresponding data cube was created. In total fourteen data cubes were 

created for budget data (additional four were created for the accounting data). Each 

RDF data cube represents a distribution of the corresponding dataset that was described 

with metadata using the DCAT vocabulary. 

A set of ETL procedures were developed to transform the source datasets and code 

lists into RDF. Data was published with dereferenceable URIs. It is also accessible via 

SPARQL endpoint and it can be downloaded in a form of dumps.2 

Before the data was published data structure definitions and metadata were re-

viewed. Data was also visualized and the extreme values were checked in order to ver-

ify the contents of the RDF data cubes. 

4.3 Linking Czech Budget Data to Other Datasets 

In order to demonstrate the potential benefits of representing budget data as LOD a 

demonstrator web application was developed3 in the CSOBD project. This application 

                                                           
2 Datasets can be accessed via a catalogue available at http://linked.opendata.cz/ 
3 http://mfcr.opendata.cz/ 
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allows searching public sector bodies and displaying their budget and accounting infor-

mation. A set of indicators that combine budget data with other datasets was developed 

to demonstrate how linking could help to put budget data into context. This set of indi-

cators was developed by the authors in collaboration with representatives of the MFCR 

who provided domain specific expert knowledge. These indicators are summarized in 

Table 2. Category denotes whether the indicator is calculated for an organization or for 

the region where it is seated. 

 

Table 2. Indicators per category and required datasets (source: authors) 

Indicator Category Datasets 

Consolidated income and expenditure Organization Budget data 

Total amount of awarded public con-

tracts without VAT to consolidated 

expenditure ratio 

Organization 

Budget data 

Data from the Information 

System of Public Contracts 

Allocated payments from the EU 

structural funds to consolidated in-

come ratio 

Organization 

Budget data 

List of EU structural funds 

beneficiaries 

Expenditure on education per capita 

in a region and per category of age 

Region of the 

organization 

Budget data 

Demography of the re-

gions per category of age 

Expenditure of elementary schools 

and secondary schools in regions per 

capita (only children and young peo-

ple of the relevant age taken into ac-

count) 

Region of the 

organization 

Budget data 

Demography of the re-

gions per category of age 

Expenditure of organizations provid-

ing facilities, services and activities 

for kids and youth per capita in a re-

gion 

Region of the 

organization 

Budget data 

Demography of the re-

gions per category of age 

Expenditure of social facilities per 

capita in a region 

Region of the 

organization 

Budget data 

Demography of the re-

gions per category of age 

5 Conclusions 

Transparency of government actions is one of the main attributes of Open Government 

[18]. How the public money is collected and distributed is a political question that in 

the end influences lives of billions of people around the world [9]. Fiscal transparency 
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is therefore an important part of the overall government transparency and making 

budget data available as OGD has the potential to support it. 

In this paper we introduced the Methodology for Publication of Linked Open Data 

using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary that complements the Czech standards for pub-

lication of OGD. This methodology provides publishers of multidimensional data with 

a recommended process and a set of recommendations for publication of this kind of 

data using the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary (DCV) 

In the Czech Republic the open budget data are available in XML and CSV formats 

on a portal of the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic. This data is an example 

of structured multidimensional data and so it could be represented using the DCV. Fol-

lowing the proposed methodology we transformed and published Czech budget data as 

LOD covering period of years 2010-2014. Linking this data to other datasets allowed 

interesting indicators such as expenditure of social facilities per capita in a region to be 

calculated. 

New sets of best practices for publishing data on the web [12] and for sharing public 

sector information are emerging [25]. How publishing of open budget data could ben-

efit from these best practices could be a future research topics. 
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Abstract. Databases of video content traditionally rely on annotations
and meta-data imported by a person, usually the uploader. This is sup-
posedly due to a lack of an universal approach to the automated mul-
timedia content annotation. As it may be hard or impossible to find a
single classifier for all encountered combinations of different modalities
or even a network of the classifiers, current interest of our research is to
use meta-learning for multiple stages of the multimedia content classi-
fication. With this, we hope to handle correctly all modalities involved
including their overlaps. Successively, the extracted classes will be used
to build the index and later used for searching and discovery in the mul-
timedia.

Keywords: multimedia, index, database, meta-learning, classification

1 Introduction

Most of the platforms, that store multimedia content, use some form of textual
annotations for easy and quick indexing and searching. In the last few years,
image and music databases have also enabled users to query by examples [21].
Also, thanks to methods that are able to describe individual objects in the
image [5, 7] and possibly also actions, not annotated images can be found by a
text query as well.

However this does not hold for video, which still mostly relies on title and de-
scription filled by the person who uploads it. Although there have been attempts
to recognize activities of people [16, 17] and a lot of other high-level features, they
are tightly fixed to specific conditions and therefore not of much use on typical
hand-held camera footage, for example.

Data modalities as well as currently extracted high-level features will be
presented in Section 2 of this paper. Information that we propose to be stored
in the future index will be discussed in the Section 3.

1.1 Video Processing

To gather most information for further processing, the easiest solution would be
to use all methods for individual modalities we have at our disposal. Analyse

c© P. Moravec, J. Pokorný, K. Richta (Eds.): Dateso 2016, pp. 25–35, ISBN 978-80-248-4031-4.
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the sound, moving picture and possibly also closed captions, if the multimedia
includes them. After that, simply combine the outputs and present to the user
or store to index.

As we have tested in our previous work, this can work well if all of the outputs
create data with a homogeneous meaning. For example, in a case of lecture
recording, automated speech recognition on audio signal returns a transcript
and optical character recognition on video – that consists only of slides for sake
of simplicity – yields the major keywords, equations, etc. This can result to a
single document in which both indexing and searching makes sense.

Even in this oversimplified case, there are however some major issues: How to
recognize that the incoming sound is in fact speech and we should transcribe it?
And that the pictures we are getting on the input are really slides and character
recognition will not be executed on objects only similar to letters?

One way would be to run really all methods we can and then select the ones
with best accuracy. Although this is very wasteful, it is a possible solution.

In this case, it is also superfluous to run character recognition on all frames.
Either framerate subsampling or detection of transitions can be used to eliminate
most of the frames which are otherwise close to identical. But in the case of other
multimedia content, text recognition may be required on a level of individual
frames, so this decision has to depend on the particular input.

Therefore, we need an expert, that would recommend us beforehand, what
subsections of the multimedia may be of our further interest. Based on this
information, a set of algorithm pipelines may be prepared to process each pre-
selected piece of the media. We will try to propose such expert in Section 4 of
this paper.

1.2 Use of Meta-learning

Meta-learning helps the further processing to better understand the data it gets
on input. As such, it creates and continually evolves a model, where the output is
not directly connected to target classes, but rather to selection of methods how
to extract the final information. As this is a classification problem, we will be
using similar terminology, just with the “meta-” prefix. Therefore meta-features
are the inputs to such classifiers and on output we gather a meta-knowledge.

In this paper, we will use meta-learning for two different purposes:

In Data Processing As it would not be practical to prepare each and every
possible data extraction scenario by human expert, we better prepare a layer of
data extraction, pre-processing and classification to behave as a recommender
instead. As these classifiers will “learn how to learn” the subsequent layers of
data processing, we may call this a meta-learning according to [2, section 1.2.3].

As the meta-knowledge can propose a relation between multiple modalities
and final outcome, the further processes may benefit from a wider range of
information for its decisions. Another advantage of using a meta-learning is,
that the gathered meta-knowledge may be also relatively easy transferred to
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other systems, opposed to classification models. Basically, as long as the system
uses the same meta-features for the meta-learning as the original system.

Once a new meta-knowledge of the data extraction and processing graph is
gathered, there may be also a possibility to share such information with special-
ized extractions used not for video, but for the individual modalities as well. For
this, the features have to be also mapped to the individual modalities to enable
the selection of appropriate ones.

In Prediction Modelling In the data processing, classifiers are commonly
used for pattern recognition and data segmentation. Once we are able to assign
a description to some subspace of a feature space, all the incoming items can be
described in a same manner.

However, the space cannot be divided arbitrarily, as we have to keep gener-
alisation properties of the classifier. For that, models have to be trained on the
incoming data. Usually, we have to set-up classification algorithm and param-
eters tuned to optimal decision boundaries, which may be again a try-and-fail
process.

In this case, meta-learning can be used for recommendation of those param-
eters, based on previously processed datasets.

2 Multimedia Modalities and Data Extraction

By definition, multimedia content combines multiple media delivering the mes-
sage. Currently, the prevalent form of consumed multimedia includes audio and
video, where one or both of the modalities carry the information. In some cases,
the multimedia is also accompanied by text, either in form of an annotation (and
so describing the multimedia as a whole) or as lyrics or subtitles, which adds the
information about approximate correspondence timing.

As our goal is to extract information in form of text or other easily indexable
and searchable data, text input can be transferred pretty much directly. We will
consider implementation of some text-mining methods, such as [3], later in fu-
ture. Currently, we will focus mainly on data extraction from “pure” multimedia,
especially on audio and video.

2.1 Audio

Audio signal is actually an encoded sound pressure at a given time. Audio track
may consist of multiple channels that are meant to be played together to create
an illusion of space (mastered track), or may carry different content (separate
instruments, individual microphones). Sometimes, there is also a possibility of
multiple language mutations, but media containers usually carry the appropriate
information and keep the audio separated.

When working with audio, we have to be also aware of few possible problems.
Sound can contain a noise or hum captured during recording (background noise)
or generated by bad amplification, storage and reproduction. Sound can be also
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a subject to reverberation when recorded along with its reflections or distortion
when the level of incoming sound exceeds recording threshold. On top of that,
mastered records usually contain layering of multiple instruments that may be
impossible to decompose back.

As it does not make sense to work with low-level audio signal, a set of de-
scriptors and classifiers have been created throughout the time. The most widely
used – MPEG 7 – has been also standardised [1].

The audio descriptors may contain, for example, following information:

Temporal from signal energy: Attack time, Decrease, Centroid, Effective Du-
ration and others

Spectral from signal frequencies: Centroid, Skewness, Kurtosis, Slope, Decrease,
Variation

Harmonic created by sinusoidal modelling: Fundamental Frequency, Noisiness,
Odd-to-Even Harmonic Ratio

Perceptual computed using human hearing model: Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficient, Loudness, Specific Loudness, Sharpness, Roughness

Processing of music and speech differs a lot. Even in our data extraction deci-
sion we will need to differentiate between these tasks. Such problem is discussed
for example in [18], however spoken text with background music is commonly
misclassified.

Music Combination of descriptors mentioned above are used for several tasks
in music processing. For example, instrument detection [15], genre classification
[9] or discovery of similar music [10].

Speech In speech signal, we may be also interested in the tonality of the speech,
as this may help us in speaker distinguishment [8].

However we are usually far more interested in the content of the speech,
and therefore methods of automatic speech recognition have been created. Such
methods usually use Hidden Markov Models to transform the signal from a
frequency spectra into individual phonemes or even words. Such extracted data
can be almost directly indexed and used.

2.2 Video

Video signal is far more complex. Technically, we have to deal with amount
of light hitting a particular section of a plane in time. Practically, we acquire
such light through a Bayer mask usually in three channels: red, green and blue.
Signal is then mostly stored in the YUV colour space and U (B−Y) and V
(R−Y) channels are also usually subsampled.

Video also brings lot more troubles: colours may be shifted, because reference
to white may be changing even during one shot, modern CMOS chips still induce
a rolling shutter effect, older CCD chips were sensitive to burn-ins, optics of the
camera induce distortions and vignetting and depending on a shutter time both
camera shake and motion blur may be present.
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Single Frame Many of the video processing approaches are based on processing
single frame at a time. As there are many image processing methods, all you need
to do is to run them on all frames and either use the result as a time sequence
or use only some statistic of these data. Examples of such methods include
classification of textures [19], bag-of-features classification [13], text recognition
[12], object recognition [4] or face recognition [20].

Multiple Frames As the resolution of the video signal is usually significantly
smaller than of static photos, some of the above-mentioned methods may require
multiple video frames (or fields in case of interlaced video) to gather enough
structural information. This approach is known as a super-resolution [14] and is
used in multiple areas of image and video processing.

Sequence of multiple frames also introduces a concept of motion detection,
object tracking and more precise object classification [6]. These are the methods
that usually require a fixed viewing angle and position of the camera. On the
other hand, there are available more and more intricate methods of motion
stabilization or smoothing [11] that use the motion information for a completely
different purpose.

3 Target Information for the Index

Information that we are trying to acquire from the multimedia for indexing may
differ significantly according to the final use. Some of the extracted information
are crucial for video editors, but not of much interest for target audience. Ex-
ample of such information may be a shot size – with what level of detail is an
object seen in the picture.

Also the extraction methods may differ based on the target audience, there-
fore we chose two main scenarios that we are working on:

The first use-case is an extension of search possibilities in published multime-
dia material. We propose that index should keep information about spoken text
along with information about speakers, detected objects or people. Where appli-
cable, human actions and events. We have to be aware, that some of the public
videos consist only of a sound track and visualization. Such multimedia should
be found to have no correlation between audio and video in the meta-learning,
and therefore only the audio should be processed.

Second example of data to index is a raw or only partially processed material
used in film making and documentary. It may be required to have the above
mentioned features in the index, along with other features: visual classification
of an indoor/outdoor or seasonality of the shot, camera shot size, angle and
movement, sound layout or linkage between different versions of the material:
unedited (raw), dubbed, colour corrected, cut, . . .

Some of these features can be represented by a text-like label. In such cases,
groups of authors use either an existing standard or agreement. For example,
commonly recognised shot sizes are: Very Long Shot, Long Shot, Medium Long
Shot, Medium Shot, Medium Close Shot, Close Shot, Close-up and Extreme
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Close-up. Although there may be also different names, all artists will understand
this scale. The same applies forboth camera angles and basic camera movement
– or rather a structure the camera was on (jig, crane, rails, tripod, hand-held,
helicopter, drone, . . . )

Other features have to be stored as a vector, or other structure that is not
human-readable but creates a possibility of indexing and searching. A very simple
example may be a vector of visual concept presence in a shot. These concepts
are usually abstract and thus not easily describable.

As a possible storage for all extracted data and platform for search, we will
consider project NARRA3. This project is developed on Center for Audiovi-
sual Studies, Film and TV School of Academy of Performing Arts in Prague as
an Open Narrative platform, where artists are enabled to collaboratively cre-
ate narratives by linking individual multimedia items (audio, video, image,text)
together. Apart from manual annotation and linking, NARRA supports auto-
matic meta-data and description generators. Directional or non-directional links
between individual items in a collection can be then created with automated
synthesizers.

4 Proposed Processing Flow

extraction recommender

high-level data extraction blocks

. . .

+

{list of weighted labels}

(a)

D

[d1,d2,...,dn]

meta
[w1,...,wn]

(b)

[d1,d2,...,dn]

[d1,d2,...,dm]

(c)

d

[w1,w2,...,wn]

(d)

+

[w1,w2,...,wn]

[w1,w2,...,wm]

(e)

Fig. 1. Proposed data flow in the data processing (a) consists of an extraction recom-
mender that proposes a set of high-level data extraction blocks. All developed func-
tionality may be divided into four basic functionalities: Data extraction (b) takes in-
put data D and possibly also a set of meta-information and outputs set of descriptors
[d1, . . . , dn]. Pre-processing (c) takes the descriptors and create a set of transformed
descriptors [d1, . . . , dm]. Descriptor or set of descriptors is then classified (d) and set
of posterior probabilities or class weights [w1, . . . , wn] is returned. Result of multiple
classifiers is joined by a late fusion (e), usually voting.

3 http://narra.eu
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As mentioned in the introduction, time and resource consumption is critical
in most scenarios. Public media houses need to find illustrative material for
current events as fast as possible, if not directly the recording of the event. In
such hurry, multimedia is however usually poorly annotated by people and thus
hard to discover.

Film-makers are commonly struggling to find pieces of their previous work
that they know about, but forget the exact location. Or they have several versions
of the footage, which may lead both to confusion which is the appropriate version,
as well as to possible wasting of storage space.

In both cases, the media collections are large, and we need to gather as many
relevant information as possible in reasonable time. We are therefore trying to
deduce what the relevant information is, to eliminate wasteful extractions or
training of classifiers.

4.1 Overall Structure

To achieve the best performance, we first extract the easiest descriptors from the
multimedia. If there is a text information attached, we process it as soon as pos-
sible with keyword extraction and simple text-mining. Global audio descriptors
are extracted to help distinguish sound and speech on a basic level. On video,
multiple simple extractions are combined into a single pass. This is beneficial,
as decoding of the video signal does take a fair amount of resources.

Although this first layer has to consist only from simple extraction methods,
it may, however, provide also some information usable in the final indexing.
Such as: if music or speech is present in the video, how many clips does the
video consist of and where the cuts are, basic colour histogram, etc.

For the purpose of indexing, we assume each multimedia file as an item. Even
if the multimedia have been mixed from multiple sources, we assume that the
multimedia as a whole holds some meaning. If there are cuts detected in the
video, each part is treated as a sub-clip for further analysis. This may introduce
an information about an online-edited video from multiple cameras or generally
enable linkage of similar sub-clips.

Based on the output from the first data extraction layer, we select a set of
high-level extraction methods that will run in parallel to gather more detailed in-
formation about the multimedia. Such selection will be performed by a classifier,
which is evolved thorough meta-learning.

4.2 Used Meta-features

The set of used meta-features in the first layer has to be large enough to be
able to correctly predict methods used in further processing, however excessive
number of features will slow down the process of such selection and defeat the
purpose of multi-level classification.

Currently we are experimenting with following multimedia meta-features:
average sound power, variance of the sound power, statistic properties of specific
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loudness, number of detected video edits, statistic properties of edit length and
colour histogram of each detected clip, spatially divided into four blocks (2×2).

This list is, however, not definite yet as the selection of high-level data ex-
traction blocks is not complete either.

4.3 Meta-learning

The process of meta-learning is based on a feedback from the high-level extrac-
tion block, where the classifier proposes multiple of these blocks. After the full
evaluation, each block returns its score back to the classification step, and if the
score is higher than a threshold, we add another data point that can be used in
further classification.

For simplicity, we are currently using a k-NN classifier that returns the k
closest input data we have met so far (based on the meta-features) along with
precision of the used blocks. k has to be at least a double of extraction blocks
present in the system. Based on these information we select only the most suc-
cessful extraction blocks and execute them.

With introduction of such loop in our meta-learning, we are trying to improve
it over time and possibly also enable adaptation to new data and concept drifts.

5 High-level Data Extraction Block

These blocks have to be at least partially constructed with a preliminary notion
of output and data it is able to process, because we are very much limited by
the data extraction methods themselves, which already carry some semantics.
We are also trying to gather some implementations of currently used high-level
data extraction methods and use them “as they are” as our extraction blocks.
However, these methods have to be usually re-set on each new sub-clip.

We are also experimenting with a genetic programming approach to select the
appropriate extraction methods and classifiers to achieve extraction of certain
multi-channel high-level features. For example, speech does not consist solely
from a sound, but even humans tend to understand more if watching the face of
the speaker. This way, one can easily distinguish between individual speakers as
well. Therefore a combination of visual and auditory signal processing seems to
be beneficial. However we will not consider such blocks in this paper.

With information from the first layer, each extraction block should be able
to get access to all required information. If the specification of sub-clips is in-
cluded, extraction block can also limit its function only to certain parts of the
multimedia.

5.1 Extraction

This is the section we are currently working on the most. We are testing the me-
dia descriptors mentioned in the Section 2, in respect to the possible subdivision
of the multimedia proposed by the first layer.
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Also, some descriptors yield their results as a big set of values dependent on
time. In this case, custom further processing is required.

5.2 Pre-processing

In case of descriptors of a lower-level, we are usually faced with a lot of high-
dimensional data. As classifiers are generally very bad in coping with such data
(due to “curse of dimensionality”), pre-processing methods, such as singular
value decomposition or principal component analysis, can be used to reduce the
dimension of original data. These pre-processing methods are usually costly and
output dimensions are abstract, but smaller number of concepts is better-suited
for classification tasks.

Other descriptors may create a sequences of data, which is also hard to be
processed by a standard classifier. In such cases we may use either statistics of
the data (minimum, maximum, first four empirical moments, . . . ) or some other
transformation. We also consider a use of other classification algorithms that are
designed to work with time sequences.

Most importantly, as there is usually a classifier hidden inside our block,
meta-features may be extracted to help in selection of the classifier and/or its
parameters. This will be discussed in next subsection.

5.3 Classification

Some of the data extraction algorithms are accompanied with preferred classi-
fiers, as discussed in their own research papers. Music is for example commonly
clustered with self-organising maps, whereas image features use classifiers based
on nearest neighbours. There are also multiple approaches inherently using the
deep convolution neural networks.

As we would like to use some of the low-level data extractors as well, we
need to come up with some custom classifiers. For such cases, most suitable
classification algorithms and their parameters need to be found.

This will possibly create a bottleneck and here the meta-learning principle
may be used again. In this case, the individual classifiers will be learned be-
forehand outside of the system. Inside our high-level blocks, only the acquired
meta-knowledge will be used to help selecting the most appropriate classifiers.

Actual creation of classification models will proceed for each dataset or col-
lection in NARRA separately for better conformation to requirements of each
segment of the data.

5.4 Post-processing

As the classifier may return multiple classes, or multiple classifiers will run in
parallel, further processing may be required as well. Such processing may include
selection of most possible classes, voting of multiple classifiers or text description
of the output class where applicable.
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6 Summary

We have proposed a use of meta-learning principles for multimedia processing
and classification to induce faster indexing of multimedia content. The main ben-
efit of our approach is that we are not running all possible extraction methods,
but the first classification layer selects only the most relevant to be performed.
In case of custom classifiers, possibly combining results from multiple extrac-
tion methods, meta-learning is also used to reduce time needed for selection of
appropriate classifier and their parameters.

All of the presented work is currently under development and preliminary
results are to be expected during 2Q2016.

Main part of the research will be hopefully conducted during the next two
years of my doctoral studies.
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Abstract. In this paper we summarize our acquaintance with development and 

usage of the Social Network of the Computer Scientists in the Regions of the 

Czech Republic. It runs three years on the portal www.sitit.cz. We describe our 

original intention and use-cases. We comment on shift of use-cases and future 

plans (first experiences) with support of students’ projects on start-up visions. 

Implementation is suitable for experimental use in arbitrary knowledge intensive 

domain just by changing XML profile files. We consider this from the point of 

view of lean start-up methodology. This is a preparation step for further user ex-

periments on the top of these visions simulating development cycle of the start-

up. Data collected will be used for research tasks in the field of evidence based 

software engineering. 

Keywords: professional social network, skilled knowledge workers, intelligent 

search based on knowledge profiles, lean start-up methodology, evidence based 

software engineering  

1 Introduction  

        

Online social networks (OSN) are becoming increasingly important both for busi-

ness professionals and researchers. In this paper we summarize our acquaintance with 

the Social Network of the Computer Scientists in the Regions of the Czech Republic – 

SoSIReCR in brief. It runs three years on the portal www.sitit.cz. We describe our orig-

inal intention and use-cases. We comment on shift of use-cases and future plans with 

support of start-up visions.  

Recently Jon Bischke published in TechCrunch [1] his opinion on ‘The Rise of the 

“Social Professional” Networks’. What resonates with our approach is his idea of 

“LinkedIn for X”. He comments on instances for doctors, military experienced people 

and college kids. He calls these tools vertical social networks. 

Our network is a universal one in the sense that arbitrary group of highly skilled 

knowledge workers can be supported just by exchanging the knowledge profile. For 

professional networks are content creation and sharing usually central use cases. In this 

paper we comment on our original intentions and use cases. This gives preparation for 

further user experiments on the top of these visions simulating development cycle of 

the start-up. Data collected will form a base for further research in the field of evidence 

based software engineering. 

c© P. Moravec, J. Pokorný, K. Richta (Eds.): Dateso 2016, pp. 36–47, ISBN 978-80-248-4031-4.
VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, FEECS, Department of Computer Science, 2016.
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We describe our current shift in use cases for students’ start-up vision plans projects. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the original 

intention of the SoSIReCR. Section 3 presents a number of use cases documenting the 

applicability of the network. In Section 4 we intend to introduce some progress in the 

SoSIReCR development both in theory, network functionality extensions, and experi-

ments. Some start-up visions and conclusions are presented in Section 5. 

2 Social Network for Computer Scientists – original intention 

The original goal of the SoSIReCR project was in supporting communication be-

tween ICT professionals, universities, companies as well as public sector in the Czech 

Republic (CR). We deployed a social network of ICT professionals, which contains a 

unique system of professional profiles and intelligent search. The portal sitIT.cz1 is ac-

tive in Czech language. It aimed to be used for the search of professional contacts for 

cooperation in the projects, but also for sharing information and experience. The main 

objective was increasing the competitiveness of CR in the field of informatics, improve-

ment of the status of ICT in the CR, increasing the added value of informatics and its 

contribution to the society, as it was believed that these targets are especially important 

in the time of the global crisis. 

Our OSN was aimed - among others - to 

 provide support for creating highly proactive teams for solutions to complex prob-

lems using ICT solving strategic scientific tasks,  

 provide information to support personal growth,  

 provide specific community-generated services,  

 provide relevant information for community members,  

 be a partner for negotiation in the field of human resources and studies in Informatics 

(community, representation).  

SoSIReCR features in the time of launch were described as follows:  

 Additionally to services provided by nowadays OSN, SoSIReCR will provide its 

users with high level of semantization of stored information, based on RDF data, 

OWL knowledge representation and ontologies. This approach will allow users to 

run semantic search of knowledge about people, companies, research projects, etc. 

according to the topics of their interests, location and other aspects. 

 The system will be able to provide relevant information about participants, events, 

projects, and other entities with regard to user preferences by implementing of ad-

vanced collaborative filtering and user preference learning. 

Focusing the network to ICT segment instead of providing general purpose social 

network will allow to model, build and maintain large number of specific associa-

tions that will among others: provide better support for cooperation between regional 

institutions of tertiary education, research and development (R&D) and thus better 

                                                           
1 www.sitit.cz 
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support for regional research projects; simplify tighter cooperation with the govern-

ment and private sector; make easier implementation of major contracts and projects 

in collaboration with schools; help satisfy needs in education, R&D; allow evalua-

tion of informatics research.  

3 Original use-cases 

     Our original intention and use-cases were presented in few user stories which show 

assumed expectations of the users and their requirements. They demonstrate the pur-

poses for which the users can exploit the portal. 

3.1 Searching for Research Partners 

     A hypothetical regional company ContractsOnline needs to implement an infor-

mation system for managing public contracts for cities in its regions. The company 

found out that there is a lot of different information sources on the Internet offered by 

the public administration (e.g., business register, information system about public con-

tracts, etc.). It would be very valuable to integrate these sources to the system. The 

company also learned about an initiative OpenGov.eu. The goal of the initiative is to 

give an open and machine readable access to public administration data to a public. 

     ContractsOnline has decided that it will scrape the useful data from existing data 

sources using the techniques mentioned by OpenGov.eu. It studied the web site of the 

initiative and found out that the main purpose is to represent the published data in a 

form of the RDF format in the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud. Another important 

aspect is to process existing non-structured or HTML sources provided by the public 

administration and represent the scraped data in the RDF format.  

     However, ContractsOnline does not have a sufficient know-how in this area. It does 

not employ experts on RDF and LOD. Its people do not know the methods of machine 

processing of unstructured texts. Therefore, it would like to have an access to a portal 

which would be able to answer the following questions: 

 Which groups or persons in CR have knowledge about machine processing of un-

structured texts, RDF and Linked Data? 

 Which groups of persons in CR cooperate with OpenGov.eu? 

 Are there any projects in CR working in the mentioned areas? 

     There is no sufficient portal on the Internet today. ContractsOnline can only use its 

own network of business contacts or full-text search engines like Google. However, the 

own network is too narrow. It does not cover the academia where the required people 

probably occur. Full-text search results are too large and contain a lot of irrelevant 

matches. Typically, it is possible to find only a few research teams while more detailed 

information about their projects is usually hard to trace. 
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3.2 Searching for Human Resources 

     A hypothetical department of software engineering (DSE) was successful in several 

research project proposals. However, its employees are currently very busy and DSE, 

therefore, needs to employ new researchers or find some for cooperation. One of the 

projects requires a J2EEE programmer in the area of mobile computing. Another pro-

ject requires and expert on database processing of RDF data. However, the only expert 

left two months ago. DSE therefore needs to answer the following questions: 

 Who has an experience with research projects in the area of web applications devel-

opment and has an experience as a J2EE developer? 

 Are there any researchers in CR in the area of database processing of RDF data who 

publish on relevant conferences? 

     Similarly to ContractsOnline, DSE can use its own network of personal contacts or 

a full-text search engine. However, none of the options can offer sufficient, actual and 

complete information about the required persons. 

3.3 Propagation of Research 

     A hypothetical web engineering research group developed a tool for designing and 

maintaining a set of XML schemas. The tool is based on a several years of theoretical 

research published at international conferences and journals. The group also developed 

a set of case studies which demonstrated the usefulness of the tool. Now, it would like 

to present the tool to a wider network of experts interested in the area and gain a feed-

back from them. It also searches for a company or companies which could help with 

transferring the tool to a business practice. The group would use a portal which would 

offer the following services: 

 Publishing the offer of the tool and know-how of the research group. Publishing the 

offer of the tool and know-how of the research group. 

 Dissemination of the offer to potentially interested experts. 

     The presented user story can also occur in the case of a single researcher who offers 

his or her expertise to other groups or projects. Similarly to the previous scenarios, a 

personal contact network is not sufficient. It is also not possible to exploit services of-

fered by various job portals because they do not allow to sufficiently describe the ex-

pertise and know-how. Publishing the offer on the web site of the group or a personal 

website is not very effective. Therefore, publishing the offer is de facto impossible.  

4 Lean methodology and our project 

In some sense, our project can be seen as a start-up. Although it was challenged by a 

call of European Social Fund and partly from the Czech budget funded OP-EC “Oper-

ational Program Education for Competitiveness” CZ.1.07/2.4.00/12 it lives an own life.  
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     The aim of the whole program is the development of educational society to 

strengthen the competitiveness of the CR through the modernization of initial, tertiary 

and further education, integrating them into a comprehensive system of lifelong learn-

ing and improving conditions in R&D. SoSIReCR was developed and funded by the 

call “Partnership and Networking” [11]. The aim of this intervention was to strengthen 

relationships between tertiary education institutions, research organizations and private 

sector entities and public administration.  

Fig. 1. Build-measure-learn feedback loop, [6, p.75] 

 
     Our acquaintance with development and further life of the system resembles us to 

finding published by E. Ries in [6]. It was a start-up, in a sense, although funded from 

public resources. He writes: “At its heart, a start-up is a catalyst that transforms ideas 

into products”.  

Fig. 2.      Lean Startup – unit of learning, [7] 

 

Well, using language of [12], in our case the “Why” was given by the Program. The 

“How and what” was our decision and work.  

     Continuing with [6]: “As customers interact with those products, they generate feed-

back and data. The feedback is both qualitative (such as what they like and do not like) 
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and quantitative (such as how many people use it and find it valuable)”. Here we see a 

basis for our research in the field of evidence based software engineering. 

     Similarly as E. Ries we also experienced that “the products a start-up builds are 

really experiments; the learning about how to build a sustainable business is the out-

come of those experiments. For start-ups, that information is much more important than 

dollars, awards, or mentions in the press, because it can influence and reshape the next 

set of ideas”. This three-step process is visualized by the diagram [6] in Figure 1. 

As in [6], our experience is also that our product changed constantly through the process 

of optimization. E. Ries based on several experiences states: “Less frequently, the strat-

egy may have to change (called a pivot). However, the overarching vision rarely 

changes. Entrepreneurs are committed to seeing the start-up through to that destination. 

Every setback is an opportunity for learning how to get where they want to go” (Figure 

2). 

Our acquaintance fully agrees with this. In the first phase there were several mind 

experiments.  

5 First pivoting in use-cases 

During three years of production we published several papers which document 

evolvement of our understanding of the domain and tasks in regions of Czech Republic.  

5.1 User profiles 

In [2] J. Pokorny discusses user profiles as an important component of OSN. In pro-

fessional OSN so-called professional profiles are significant. They enable to connect 

not only people but also projects to people, courses to students, etc. A powerful tool for 

representing profiles is ontologies, particularly various classification hierarchies.  

A contribution of [2] was a matching framework able to consider profiles, whose 

some features are described by concepts from classification hierarchies. Moreover, us-

ers can assign weights to these concepts and influence an associated similarity measure. 

J. Pokorny discussed the notions of similarity and compatibility of such profiles and 

showed some new possibilities how to tackle the matching problem.  

5.2 Testing and Evaluating Software 

In [3] we described the concept and some preliminary experiments of extension of 

the sitIT.cz portal. It offers also effective search according to several types of structured 

profiles. The portal is intended to support sharing information, building teams and en-

able discussions, especially targeted to increase of competitiveness of R&D in ICT.  

Main impulse for sitIT.cz extension came from acquaintance with software devel-

opment which often needs extensive testing – not only technological but also from us-

ers’ point of view. Extension can make network more attractive for both developers and 

users.  We proposes new structured profiles that can be used for matching applications 

with users having required skills, efficiently target knowledge dissemination to users 
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and allow developers obtain as valuable feedback as possible. One of main outcomes 

was the concept of creating baseline knowledge by humans for further comparison 

and/or training.  

5.3 LOD for Training Web Information Extraction 

In [4] we described our project under development and proof of concept for creating 

large LOD repositories. The main problem is twofold:  

(1) Who will create (annotate) LOD and in which vocabularies?  

(2) What will be the usage and profit of it? 

For the first problem we proposed several procedures on how to create LOD, includ-

ing assisted creation of annotations (serving as base line or training set for Web Infor-

mation Extraction tools), employing the social network, and also specific approaches 

to creating LOD from governmental data resources. We described some cases where 

such data can be used (e.g., in e-commerce, recommending systems, and in governmen-

tal and public policy projects). 

5.4 Knowledge Management 

In [5] the main motivation was to support knowledge management for small to me-

dium enterprises (business). We presented our portal sitIT.cz as a quite generic tool 

usable in different scenarios. Particularly significant is its use as a private social net-

work for knowledge management in a company. Our system is quite rich on actors, 

knowledge classification schemes, search functionalities, and trust management.  

So far our mind experiments, we did not realize and were not enough courageous to 

look for funding.  

6 Can a social network support product development? 

     The main point we would like to bring forward here is the question, whether a social 

network like our portal, can support product development in the sense of Lean Startup 

methodology. It can be seen as our network pivoting itself in the direction of supporting 

start-up development cycles.  

     In [8] authors explore novel forms of technological and digital societal innovation 

putting the full potential of the future of Internet into Web-based innovation, web-En-

trepreneurship and Internationalization (IEI) of businesses. They introduce an approach 

to extend and complement existing incubation environments, which are no longer suf-

ficient to deal with the dynamicity of the Web-Entrepreneur. Based on personal and 

professional relations, and new business models empowered by social media and the 

Web 2.0, together with a set of interoperable ICT services supporting virtual or agile 

enterprises, the authors propose a federation of open-source platforms for the emerging 

and existing enterprise life-cycle management, instantiating the Unified Digital Enter-

prise concept. The novel approach ensures full reuse of existing solutions, developing 

targeted research to support web-entrepreneurship with cooperation between people, 
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businesses, and assets, namely focusing on innovative methods and architectures for 

competitive intelligence; crowd-based market sensing; idea incubation and simulation; 

knowledge intensive team building; as well as interoperability to enable internal feder-

ation and external platform integration.  

     Their Web-Entrepreneur Open Innovative Platform (WEnOIP) supports the lean 

start-up methodology and its “build-measure-learn feedback loop”. The first step is fig-

uring out the problem that needs to be solved and then developing a minimum viable 

product (MVP) to begin the process of learning as quickly as possible. Once the MVP 

is established, a start-up can work on adapting it to the target public needs. This will 

involve measurement and learning and must include actionable metrics that can demon-

strate cause and effect question. By means of WEnOIP platform the process is described 

on a use case from game development. 

 Similar problem is dealt with in [10]. Author states: A growing trend in industrial 

software engineering is that new software products and information services are devel-

oped under conditions of notable uncertainty. This is especially visible in start-up en-

terprises which aim at new kinds of products and services in rapidly changing social 

web, where potential customers can quickly adopt new behavior. Special characteristics 

of the start-ups are lack of resources and funds, and start-ups may need to change di-

rection fast. All these affect the software engineering practices used in the start-ups. 

Unfortunately almost 90 percent of all start-ups fail and goes bankrupt. There are prob-

ably indefinite numbers of reasons why start-ups fail. Failure might be caused by 

wrongly chosen software engineering practices or inconsiderate decision making. 

While there is no recipe for success, we argue that good practices that can help on the 

way to success can be identified from successful start-ups. The author presents two 

patterns that start-ups can consider when entering the growth phase of the lifecycle.  

Another witness of these phenomena is in [9].  

7 New pivot candidate: support use-case - start-up visions 

The project SoSIReCR is based on advanced software engineering methods enabling 

to allow its application not only in ICT area. In other words, the professional domain 

behind can be changed, e.g., to other technical disciplines, like automotive technology, 

marketing careers, engine technology, etc. The projects involved in the network pro-

jects may not be supervised in real business, but they can come from university envi-

ronment, e.g., student projects. 

7.1 Web Semantization – project visions 

Annotation of the Web Semantization lecture [13] is described as follows: The ini-

tiative of semantic web can be understood as a project of web content enrichment to 

improve automated processing minimizing human assistance. Nevertheless in practice 

a problem remains: who, why and how it will be done. We are treating the problem 

from software engineering perspective: models, methodology and process of enrich-
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ment (semantization) of web. We cover basic formal knowledge necessary for orienta-

tion in the field. In labs we will report on current achievements and individual projects 

of semantization will be developed too.  

We have several years of acquaintance with such virtual projects. We treat only the 

vision part – as it would be necessary to acquire funding. No development is done. We 

list anonymously several ideas (for any usage please contact us for license).  

COMARAL - "Cooperative market analyzing platform" vision  

Project vision: There are many customer loyalty card programs, which help analyz-

ing and prediction of customer behavior trends. On the other side, customers have some 

benefits usually in form of discount on goods. All this programs have one thing in com-

mon, the collected customer behavior data is the most valuable result. It is not a sur-

prise, that each of existing programs is operated only in one seller network. Sellers 

protect collected data and actively use them in process of refining their sale strategies. 

Our principal idea is different in few things: users collect their shopping behavior 

data and provide them to the platform; the platform analyses these data and provide 

outputs to users; users can allow to monetize their data and platform can make deals 

with sellers and goods producers.  

Sellers probably do not like the idea of customers, which analyze their sale strategies, 

but they do not have a choice. Analysis outputs are there and their customers can use 

them (e.g. find seller with cheapest price of fruit). Interesting for them might be buying 

customers’ data of their competitors. Revenue from monetizing this data can be distrib-

uted to the users that allow monetizing their data. 

There is third kind of potential customer - producers. Producers might also be inter-

ested in habits of customers, which buy their products. They will have possibility to get 

not only aggregated data from sellers, but also more specific data of seller's customers.  

Example use case: Customer is buying some product and scanning product code and 

price through mobile app. Application will alert him, that he can buy this product 

cheaper elsewhere. Technically platform will consist of website and mobile application 

for imputing data from purchase.  

Medicament checker - vision  

Motivation: Old people have usually a lot of illnesses and therefore they have to take 

a lot of medicaments. As number of medicaments increase it can be difficult for them 

to keep track of which medicaments they should take and when. Possibly they can make 

a mistake and their health condition can become worse. 

Another problems can cause wrong combination of medicaments. Their prescrip-

tions come from multiple doctors and they don’t have to buy all medicaments in one 

pharmacy. So some combinations cannot be checked by qualified person and it can 

again lead to their deteriorating health condition. 

Project goal: The project will offer a service that could help a person to understand 

his medicaments and take them in time. It will show all information about the medica-
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ments that can be useful for uneducated person, including side effects. It will also au-

tomatically check all combinations and it will warn him when some of them are dan-

gerous. 

The application can be also connected with smartphone that will notify the person 

when he/she should take another pill. It will also warn him when only few pills remain 

so he should visit a doctor again for new ones. 

Realization: Person that wants to use our service will register and fills all medica-

ments according to his prescriptions. He will also fill amount of pills he has and how 

often he should take it. It will check that the configuration is correct and it will offer 

useful information to the user. If the user has not enough pills it will warn him about it 

and the application will also offer some places where it could be bought. The applica-

tion will also allow to directly order the medicament. When the cure is finished it will 

also advise what to do with remaining medicaments. 

Help the world - vision  

Problem: There are lot of disasters on the world and many people who need help 

every day. For example in Indonesia are big forest fires, in some other countries are 

floods, hurricanes, people need help, because wind, water, or terrorists damaged their 

house or they have nothing to eat. It must not be something bad as terrorists or nature 

disaster, it could be smaller problem, for example girl next door need move her fridge 

to the trash, or cut the tree on the garden. And this people need someone, who could 

help, but they do not know where to find them. 

Solution: Database of Volunteers. Of course there is lot of companies which can do 

this, but it cost money and not everyone has them. So my plan is to create a database of 

people who need help and people who would like to help. So you can register there and 

someone can contact you if need you, or you can contact someone who needs help. I 

trust that there is lot of volunteers and good people with lot of time, who want do some-

thing good, but do not know how. 

How: If you are volunteer, you simply register yourself, write where you can help, 

your abilities, tools, skills. After registration, you can browse over the needs and choose 

some, or contact some others, or join the helper groups. If you just need help, you 

simply register yourself and write location and your needs, than just wait for someone 

who want help, or you can browse over volunteers and you can contact some of them. 

In summary it`s something like advertising server with volunteers. Of course every-

thing is free. 

Intuitive Data Exploration Tool - vision  

Most companies today collect large amounts of data and use varieties of Business 

Intelligence (BI) tools to get some meaningful information out if it. However, even the 

most advanced BI tools require technical knowledge to compose more advanced que-

ries. We want to change this. We want to deliver a tool that will make user data talk. 

We believe that people formulate their questions in a natural language deserve real-

time answers from their data. Querying user data will be more intuitive and fast. 
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Our Goal: Let say a company is collecting data about Users and Orders. It’s trivial 

to use any available data exploration tool to find all orders made in the last month, or 

all orders for the customer called Google Inc. Now, imagine we want all Customers 

who made more than X Orders over the last three weeks. This usually requires writing, 

e.g. in SQL, a fairly complicated query. Sure, once this query exists, we can add the 

output to a nice dashboard. But we want to make a tool, which will allow to query data 

without the need to consult geeks.  

No UI is the new UI. Visual software development tools and complicated visual user 

interfaces of BI tools are as complex as traditional query languages like SQL. We be-

lieve that stating the question in a natural language should be sufficient. We also believe 

in simplicity. The end-user of our product will not have to deal with a complicated UI, 

because there will be no UI: the queries will be typed or dictated in a natural language 

(English for now).  

What We Want to Deliver: Our product will consists of three main modules:  

1. The engine translating natural language queries and evaluating the results. 

2. Admin tool for configuring multiple data sources the engine is connected to 

3. Console: a simple web app for querying the data. 

Why Will Companies Want This: Companies using our tool will get much more out 

of their data, because the people needing the data will also be the once asking the ques-

tions. Therefore, companies will save a lot of money on data specialists. 

7.2 Web Semantization – virtual projects life cycle  

Of course, this are just ideas good for an elevator pitch to get a hearing by an inves-

tor. Students work next on user interface mockup, possible presentation for 

CEO/investor and a technical presentation for CTO/CIO – all virtually.  

     Because of the idea of Web Semantization – the technical presentation focuses on 

the challenge where to get data from. 

7.3 Imitating development with our social network 

In the future we plan to arrange communication between start-up developers and 

potential users. A user interface mockup (playing here the role of an MVP – minimal 

viable product) should be sufficient to get an impression what the project aims to offer 

and whether a potential user would be satisfied. Then in our virtual play on start-ups 

we can try do design metrics and fast small changes thanks to “build-measure-learn” 

loops and/or possible pivoting.  

We are sure, that our network is sufficiently universal to enable this. 

8 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we have summarized our acquaintance with development and usage of 

the SoSIReCR project. We described our original intention, use-cases, and shift of use-

cases and treat them from the point of view of lean start-up methodology (our network 
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considered as a start-up). We describe our first experiences with support of students’ 

projects on start-up visions. Future work assumes user experiments on the top of these 

visions simulating development cycle of the start-up. Data collected will be used in the 

field of evidence based software engineering (see e.g. [14]). 

 

Announcement. This work was mainly supported by European Social Fund and 

partly from the Czech budget funded Operational Program Education for Competitive-

ness project CZ.1.07/2.4.00/12.0039.  
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Abstract. Nowadays trends pay attention to used renewable energy
sources as a source of electrical power. For example, these energy sources
can be wind – wind energy or sun irradiance – solar energy. To effectively
usage of renewable sources we need to convert the source of energy into
electrical power. The wind or solar energy source are very unstable and
inconstancy (nonstationary) over the time. Therefore we need an accu-
rate and reliable forecasting and prediction. This paper presents a study
of used methods in this fields. The main focus of this study is paid for
wind energy and its prediction. The prediction is based on weather con-
ditions. The chosen models are compared on weather data which was
obtained from Tajura, Libya.

Keywords: forecasting, wind speed, wind energy, renewable energy, regression

1 Introduction

Nowadays renewable energies sources like as wind energy and solar energy used
to generate electrical power. These energy sources are nonstable and inconstancy
(nonstationary) over the time. The weather forecasting and prediction play the
main role in these issues. In on grid system, an electric power grid consists of
a steady power source, such as thermal power plant, and a renewable energy
source. The renewable energy source generates electricity only when the weather
conditions are positive. Therefore the whole generated power by grid must be
consumed by users economically. It means that the generated energy must be
equal to the consumed energy approximately. For this reason, we must know how
much energy will be generated by renewable sources. These sources are unstable,
so the accurate prediction plays a key role in the estimation of a stable power
production source.

In the present time the wind and solar energy source are widely used around
the world. These energy sources are clean and free energy sources. This energy

c© P. Moravec, J. Pokorný, K. Richta (Eds.): Dateso 2016, pp. 48–59, ISBN 978-80-248-4031-4.
VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, FEECS, Department of Computer Science, 2016.
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Fig. 1. A simple diagram of the power grid with renewable energy sources.

cannot be drained but is renewed by nature. Renewable energy plants supply
and contribute the power grid. It reduces environmental pollution. The simple
scheme of on grid power system is shown in Figure 1. It contains both stable
and renewable sources of energy – wind and solar.

A wind turbine is simple electrical generator which converts the wind power
into electrical power. A solar photovoltaic panel converts sunlight into electricity
which independent on light and radiance of the sun. In some specific cases, a
customer connection to the power grid is expensive. Therefore we use renewable
energy plants separately, and it is called off grid system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the previous
studies in solar and wind energy forecasting. Section 3 briefly introduces the
compared and used models. The sections 4 and 5 describe the used weather data
and experiment setup. Section 6 evaluates the obtained results, compares model
performance. The last Section 7 concludes the study.

2 Related works of Wind Speed and Power Photovoltaic
Forecasting

In the last years there have published several studies focused in the field of un-
stable energy source prediction. As an unstable energy source can be considered
solar, wind, and water energy. The proper prediction plays a big role in the
power grid management. The presented related works are divided into two main
groups. The first group deals with forecasting of input variables, such as wind
speed and direction or global irradiation. The second group of works focuses on
the output variables such as forecasting power photovoltaic.

2.1 Wind speed forecasting

Bhaskar et al. [2] have proposed a forecasting model to predict wind power based
two stages. In the first stage, wavelet decomposition and adaptive wavelet neural
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network (AWNN) is used to forecast speed of the wind. In the second stage, a
feedforward neural network (FFNN) is used to convert predicted wind speed into
predicted wind power. The results of the predicted wind power confirmed the
efficiency of proposed method. Liu et al. [7] they have proposed a hybrid model
for wind speed prediction. The proposed model is combination of wavelet trans-
form (WT), support vector machine (SVM) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). WT
is used for decomposing the original wind speed signal, GA is used to evaluate
and adjust the optimal weights of SVM, and SVM predicts wind speed. Their
presented method has been compared with another method such as SMV with
GA and was accurate for wind speed prediction. Wind speed forecasting using
SVM was applied by authors Zhao et al. [20]. The forecasted result of proposed
model was out-performs and has the minimal value of mean absolute error and
mean square error in comparison to back propagation neural networks. Azad et
al. [1] combined statistical model with a neural network to predict hourly wind
speed in long-term using hybridization of different optimization approaches. The
results demonstrate that the proposed model improved other existing forecast-
ing models for long-term wind speed prediction. By comparing the actual and
predicted WSD, it can be seen that the hybrid technique can follow actual se-
ries closely. Combining of Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) with Elman
neural network (ENN) for wind speed prediction was applied by Wanga et al.
in [16]. Compared with the persistent model, back-propagation neural network,
and ENN, the simulation results show that the proposed EMDENN model con-
sistently has the minimum statistical error regarding the mean absolute error,
mean square error, and mean absolute percentage error. A short-term wind speed
forecasting model at 1-hour intervals up to 5 hours based on wavelet packet de-
composition, crisscross optimization algorithm, and artificial neural network was
proposed by Meng et al. in [9]. Wavelet decomposing used to decompose wind
speed, and ANN optimized by crisscross optimization algorithm used for predict
wind speed. The proposed system archieved minimal mean absolute percentage
error when it was compared with other hybrid methods. Wang et al. [17] designed
hybrid system to forecast wind speed. This model is constructed of improved
EMD and Genetic Algorithm-BP neural network. The proposed model has been
tested and evaluated using a dataset which collected from China. The simulation
results demonstrate that the designed system was better than standard GA-BP
neural network. It shows that the proposed method based on hybrid EMD and
GA-BP neural network performs well in wind speed forecasting, and is suitable
for ultra-short term (10 min) and short-term (1 h) wind speed forecasting.

2.2 Photovoltaic Power Prediction

Shi et al. [12] have proposed algorithms to forecast power output of photovoltaic
systems based upon weather classification and SVM. The weather conditions are
divided into four types. Four SVM models are set up according to SVM algo-
rithm. The obtained results show a promising application in photovoltaic power
output forecasting. Prokop et al. [10] have proposed a method based on genetic
programming with Fuzzy Logic. The main goal was to predict the predict power
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output of a photovoltaic power plant. The proposed method has been applied
to solar data collected from the Czech Republic. They mentioned the result for
time ahead prediction was reassured. Xu et al. [18] have applied weighted support
vector machine (WSVM) for predicting short-term photovoltaic power output.
The simulation results of their model show the accuracy of the model and also
better than artificial neutral network (ANN) and more practicable. Mandal et
al. [8] have combined wavelet transform (WT) with radial basis function neural
network (RBFNN) to predict power output of photovoltaic based on irradiance
and temperature. The experiments results proved the accuracy and efficiency
of their proposed model in comparison to tested alternatives. Forecasting en-
ergy productions of a photovoltaic power plant for times 15 min, 1 hour and 24
hours ahead averaged power output PV power plant using AAN and support
vector regression (SVR) and compared their results have been proposed by Li et
al. [6]. The proposed approach has been evaluated using statistical errors. The
simulation results showed the proposed model exceed other classical methods.
Dolara et al. [3] they have proposed Physical Hybrid Artificial Neural Network
(PHANN) for ahead predicting of the output of the photovoltaic system. The re-
sults of proposed approach were compared with standard ANN which proved the
accuracy of proposed method than ANN. Zeng et al. [19] have been used Least
Square SVM for solar prediction based atmospheric data: humidity, wind speed,
and sky cover. The simulation results show the proposed model was better than
others such as Autoregressive (AR) model and Radial Basis Function Neural
Network (RBFNN) model. Teo et al. [15] applied ANN with Extreme Learning
training algorithm to forecast the output of photovoltaic power. The experimen-
tal results on various simulation showed that the proposed system with logistic
function could forecast power photovoltaic with high efficiency.

3 Compared Methods

In this study we applied various models bused for regression. The description
can be found in following section. We utilized linear regression, support vector
machine, artificial neural networks, and decision tree.

3.1 Linear Regression

Linear regression (LR) [4] is an approach for modeling the relationship between
a scalar dependent variable y and one or more explanatory variables (or indepen-
dent variables) denoted X. The case of one explanatory variable is called simple
linear regression. For more than one explanatory variable, the process is called
multiple linear regression. LR can be used to fit a curve between patterns of
data, or to predicted one value variable from input variables. The relationships
are modeled using linear predictor functions whose unknown model parameters
are estimated from the data. Such models are called linear models [11]. The
general form LR is

Y ′ = BX +A. (1)
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In Equation (1) Y ′ denoted predicted value or dependent variable, X is inde-
pendent variable, B is line slop, and A is intercept of Y axel. The values B and
A are calculated in training phase from training data set. Afterward we can use
the obtained equation to predict new value Y ′.

𝑦

𝑥

A

Fig. 2. Simple linear regression model with actual data set and intercept of Y axel (A).

For multiple LR the process will find a curve which represents all data samples
as possible as following equation

Y ′ = A+B1X1 +B2X2 + · · ·+BnXn + ε. (2)

Where X1, . . . , Xn are independent variables (features) of the dataset.

3.2 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classification simply finds the best line which
tries to separate data samples which belong to Two classes. In SVM for regres-
sion, the algorithm attempts to fit the best line of data samples which minimiz-
ing the error of cost function. This process can be done using an optimization
method which deals data points of the training set that near to the line with
the minimum error of cost function. These data samples which near to the line
called support vectors.

We Assume data set with samples (x1, x2, , xm) and corresponding output
values (y1, y2, , ym), where xi ∈ Rn, yi ∈ R. The basic concept of SVR is find a
function f(x) = wx + b , which estimate the values of output y. The best hard
SVR model can find by minimizing amount of 1

2w
2 subject to

yi − 〈wxi − b〉 ≤ ε, (3)

〈wxi + b〉 − yi ≤ ε, (4)
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where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, is the number of samples. As may seen in Figure 3, there
are hard and soft regression SVM whether linear or nonlinear, more details about
that can found in [13].

+ɛ
-ɛ

𝑦

𝑥

𝑤 + 𝑥 + 𝑏 = 0

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Fig. 3. Hard Margin Support Vector Regression.

3.3 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural network is a computation process which tries to mimic biological
nervous systems that can learn from examples. NN constructed of large number
of neuron which connected in way to solve specific problem such as pattern
recognition, classification, forecasting, and so on. These neurons organized in
three layers- input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The neurons connected
of each other via weights, in learning phase the network try to modify theses
weights to minimize the error between target output and network output till the
network learned all of training examples. More details about ANN can found in
[21]. Figure 4 illustrates using NN for forecasting wind speed in our experiment.
In our experiments we utilized Feedforward neural network (FfNet) and Function
fitting neural network (FitNet) from Matlab Neural Network Toolbox.

3.4 Decision Tree

Decision Tree (DT) is supervisor learning, and powerful technique has been used
successfully in many applications for classification and regression purpose. The
basic working principle of the decision tree is the same, whether for classification
or regression purpose. In classification tree, the target output is classes (as yes,
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Fig. 4. Example of NN layers.

no, and so on) but in Regression Tree the target output is value numbers (as wind
speed, price, and so on), more details about classification tree can found in [14].
In regression tree, each of features dealt as the independent variable then used to
fit regression modes with the residue of the independent features. Data samples
are splits for all independent features. In each split node computing the error
between target and forecast output, then calculating the sum of squared error
(SSE), the point with the minimum value of SSE is selected as a root node. By the
same way, the process is repeatedly continued. In regression tree, the standard
deviation is used instead of information gain which used in classification tree to
making the decision. More information about regression trees can found in [5].

4 Data Description

The dataset which we used was taken from the Center for Solar Energy Research
and Studies Tripoli Tajura1. The captured data has been recorded for the whole
month November 2015 every one minute. From the recorded data we choose
following values wind direction and speed, air temperature, air humidity, global
radiation, and air pressure.

In our experiments we used following attributes to learn and test selected
models. In time t we utilized wind direction Wdt, air temperature Ttt, relative
humidity Rht, air pressure Pt and global irradiation Grt. To these five current
vales we added two measurements back for the past t − 1 and t − 2 for wind
speed Wst−1 and Wst−2, wind direction Wdt−1 and Wdt−2, air pressure Pt−1
and Pt−2, and global irradiation Grt−1 and Grt−2.

1 http://www.csers.ly/en/
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The training and testing vector consist of following elements:
(Wdt, T tt, Rht,Wst−1,Wdt−1,Wst−2,Wdt−2, Pt, Pt−1, Pt−2, Grt, Grt−1, Grt−2).
For training we used in the input the current measured wind speed Wst.

5 Experiment Setup

This experiment has been done to forecasting wind speed based weather condi-
tions using few selected models. The aim is to compare the selected four models.
The experiment was run many of times with different settings of selected method.

We preformed five settings with LR model, one with SVM, two for NN and
one for decision tree. All models used same data. The data description can be
found in Section 4. The model performance was evaluated using mean squared
error (MSE)

MSE =
1

n

n∑

i=1

(Fi −Ai)
2, (5)

where and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)

MAPE =
100

n

n∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣
Ai − Fi

Ai

∣∣∣∣. (6)

WhereAi is the actual value – actual wind speed, Fi is forecast value – forecasting
wind speed, n is the number of evaluated forecast values. MSE measures the
average of the squares of the errors or deviations, the difference between the
estimator and what is estimated. MAPE expresses accuracy as a percentage.
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Fig. 5. The experiment diagram.
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The experiment diagram is depict in Figure 5. The diagram shows the scheme
of forecasting wind speed model. The training the model is in the upper part
of the figure. The model uses input variables described in Section 4 and actual
wind speed (AWS). The forecasting model is depicted in the bottom part of the
figure. It uses the same input variables excluding AWS, and the output predicts
forecasting wind speed (FWS).

For each model we find the best combination of settings. Of models were
implemented in Matlab toolboxes. The linear regression model we evaluated fol-
lowing model specification: constant – model contains only a constant (intercept)
term, linear – model contains an intercept and linear terms for each predictor,
interactions – model contains an intercept, linear terms, and all products of
pairs of distinct predictors (no squared terms), purequadratic – model contains
an intercept, linear terms, and squared terms, and quadratic – model contains
an intercept, linear terms, interactions, and squared terms. The SVM and DT
were used with standard configuration. For ANN – FitNet, fitting neural network
with a hidden layer, and FfNet, Feedforward neural networ, we used one input
layer, three hidden layers with 10, 4, and 2 neurons and the out layer.

6 Results

All obtained result for all nine models and four prediction periods all summed
up in Table 1. The prediction perfomance was evaluated using MSE and MAPE,
for details see Section 5. We forecasted the wind speed for four following time –
4, 8 12 and 24 hours. These time periods can be considered all middle and long
terms prediction intervals.

Model
Prediction

4 hours 8 hours 12 hours 24 hours
MSE MAPE MSE MAPE MSE MAPE MSE MAPE

LR constant 3.1626 37.6082 3.1756 38.0709 4.2618 41.0187 3.6625 46.2635

LR linear 0.3282 10.7470 0.3009 10.0924 0.4284 11.1261 0.4135 15.2689

LR interactions 0.3135 10.0655 0.2920 9.5814 0.4020 10.8391 0.3928 14.1704

LR purequadratic 0.3222 10.9760 0.2988 10.4888 0.4137 11.3224 0.4017 15.4776

LR quadratic 0.3195 10.5295 0.3089 10.5441 0.4183 11.6243 0.3957 14.3196

SVM 0.5662 16.7659 0.5326 15.9842 1.5502 20.6647 2.2201 36.5536

FitNet 0.4393 11.9273 0.4234 12.0511 0.9252 16.9117 4.2796 40.6134

FfNet 0.4324 11.9273 0.4308 13.2712 0.8438 16.1433 0.4620 15.9578

DT 0.5823 15.4267 0.5907 15.5128 0.7649 15.9241 0.6913 18.5174
Table 1. Wind Speed Prediction Results.

The best results were obtained in all prediction intervals for LR with inter-
actions model. These model has the lowest MSE and MAPE values. We got the
best prediction for 8 hour period.
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Fig. 6. Model comparison AWSmwith FWS.

The other models except LR constant had very similar results. For 4 hour
prediction interval the MSE value varied between 0.2988 (LR purequadratic 8
hours) and 4.2796 (FitNet 24 hours). The MAPE varied between 10.4888 (LR
purequadratic 8 hours) and 40.6134 (FitNet 24 hours).

In general we can say, that for this data and selected model and they settings
the best prediction period was 8 hours. The worst prediction performed LR
constant constant model. But this was expected. The constant model is not
suitable to fit or predict time series data with lost of changes well. The Figure 6
shows a comparison between AWS and FWS for the best linear regression and
SVM model.

7 Conclusion

The primary purpose of designing the forecasting models for wind speed or pho-
tovoltaic power is to create an intelligence system to effective power grid control.
In previous studies as listed in related works section, there are numerous of ar-
ticles which are focused on wind speed and solar power forecasting. Researching
in this field is still open topic, due to the difficulty of weather modeling and
prediction. We need to take into account not only the measured values, such
as air temperature, wind speed and direction and lot of other properties of the
environment, but also the characteristics of the power plat where is situated.

In this study statistical we compared five selected model. Each selected model
was tested with different settings. All mentioned model are widely used as re-
gression or prediction model. The models were applied on real data which were
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obtained from Tajura - Libya. The results shows that the best prediction period
is 8 hours. All models gave the best results for this period. The worst results
obtained linear regression with constant model. The best results were obtained
in all prediction intervals for LR with interactions model. This model has the
lowest MSE and MAPE values. We got the best prediction for 8 hour period. In
general we can say, that for this data and selected model and they settings the
best prediction period was 8 hours.

In Future studies and articles, we will focus on forecasting and prediction of
wind speed, solar power, and consumption and generation of power, with more
different input features for improve forecasting the results.
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Abstract. The observation and analysis of the animal behavior is a
difficult task. The study of the animal behavior in a controlled environ-
ment may help in a study of the real behavior in nature. In this paper, we
present the condition and the dataset that we prepared from the video
observation of the water tank with fish. In our dataset, we also detect
the trajectories the fish follows to allow the swarm behavior modeling.

Keywords: fish, behavior observation, image detection

1 Introduction

The observation and analysis of the animal behavior is a difficult task in general.
The subfield, where the behavior is analyzed under the controlled environment
in a laboratory, is easier for preparation but may be done only with species that
are small enough to be studied. The behavior of a swarm of animals brings more
challenges because each animal reacts on each other but still follows the common
goal. The recent activities in this fields bring a new view on the problematics
with the application of the artificial swarm intelligence and simulation of the
behavior of the each single animal in the swarm. The application area of the
research is very wide, because the similar behavior may also be observed in the
completely artificial world of traffic analysis as well as in human crowd behavior.

The paper is organized as follows. The second section presents the state-of-
the-art in the area of swarm tracking and simulations, the third section describes
the prepared dataset, and final section concludes the acquired data and their
future application.

2 Related Works

Analysis and understanding of behavior - animals, plants, the human is impor-
tant for understanding the effects of environmental change. In the literature,
we can find many studies and application on behavior detection in the areas
of human behavior analysis, traffic surveillance, and nursing home surveillance,
etc. The patterns generated by subjects can be used as a source of data for

c© P. Moravec, J. Pokorný, K. Richta (Eds.): Dateso 2016, pp. 60–65, ISBN 978-80-248-4031-4.
VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, FEECS, Department of Computer Science, 2016.
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various particle based optimization [5, 6] or evolutionary [8] algorithms, for ex-
ample, particle swarm optimization (PSO). Also, it can be used to study the nor-
mal/ abnormal behavior of the subjects. However, the literature is very limited
concerning normal/ abnormal behavior understanding especially when natural
habitat applications are considered.

The study created by Beyan and Fisher [1] present a rule-based fish trajectory
filtering mechanism to extract normal fish trajectories which potentially helps
to increase the accuracy of the abnormal fish behavior detection systems. The
main aim of this method is to reject normal trajectories as much as possible
while not rejecting any abnormal trajectories.

Thida et al. [6] introduced a new PSO algorithm for tracking objects in
crowded scenes. The presented method exploits the properties of local feature
descriptors and color-based covariance matrix to model the targets. Using PSO
an optimal search for the best match of the targets in the successive frames
is performed. Thida et al. in [5] presented a multiple target tracking algorithm
based on PSO algorithm in a crowd. This method improves the standard particle
swarm optimization algorithm with a dynamic social interaction model that
enhances the interaction among swarms. Experimental results demonstrate that
this proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods to track multiple
targets in a crowded scene with high precisions.

Chew et al. [2] introduce a simple method which able to automatically mon-
itor the behavior of fish in images in real time. The fish are being detected as
foreground blobs in the images using the background modeling and subtrac-
tion method. With a linear projection of the centroid for each fish, the tracking
module is then able to associate the same fish throughout the image sequence.
The proposed method is suitable to study the fish behavior or changes in the
environment.

Pinkiewicz et al. in [3] have described a tracking system which can auto-
matically detect and track two fish in a video sequence in a small aquaculture
tank. The proposed system is based on the particle filter tracking algorithm
augmented by an adaptive partition scheme and using a Global Nearest Neigh-
bour approach for data association. The obtained results have shown that this
method is sufficient for simple interactions where fish bypass each other without
significant changes in velocity. Saberioon and Cisar in [4] used Kinect I as low
cost available structured light sensor was used to record a short video from four
fish which were freely swimming in an aquarium. The video was processed to
identify the position of each fish in 3D space (x, y, and z) within each frame so as
to create a trajectory. The system accurately (98%) tracked multiple fish in an
aquarium. Another objective of this study was comparing the trajectory of the
introduced system with stereo vision as a conventional method for monitoring
in 3D space.

Xiao et al. [7] has trained a recurrent neural network to predict the tra-
jectories of individual fish from input signals. The inputs are projected to the
recurrent network as time series representing the movements and positions of
neighboring fish. By comparing the data output from the model with the target
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fishs trajectory, we provide direct evidence that individuals guide their move-
ments via interaction rules.

Zamuda et al. [9] presented an approach to design woody plant geometrical
models. To construct a geometrical model, we have used a parameterized proce-
dural model. jDE differential evolution algorithm evolved the parameters of the
model. The Zamuda’s work in this field continued and in [8] with his colleague
Brest they presented a model to procedural models of trees. An evolutionary
optimization algorithm – differential evolution (DE) was used for feature extrac-
tion to reconstruct three-dimensional models of a tree. The tree reconstruction
is iteratively optimized using DE.

3 Dataset Description

To create this dataset we used an 180-liter fish tank. In the fish tank with 40 fish
of Trigonostigma heteromorpha. The schematic of the environment is depicted
in Figure 1. The fish motions were recorded using a video camera. The movies
were split into 5 minutes smaller videos.

41cm

101cm

50cm

Camera

150cm

Fig. 1. Schematic of tracking system.

3.1 Detecting fish positions

To detect the moving position of the fish, we utilized a motion detection algo-
rithm based on a difference of current video frame with modeled background
frame1. The difference frame is thresholded, and some difference pixels are cal-
culated.
1 http://www.aforgenet.com
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frame f

frame f-1

frame f-2 frame f-3

Fig. 2. Schematic of fish motion detection.

For every video frame, we obtained areas where the algorithm detected mo-
tions. The list of motion areas was filtered out. We skipped areas which were
smaller than 5 pixels in width and 10 pixels in height. In these small areas
does not fit any fish, all fish were bigger. This sized area mostly contained false
detected motions, for example, water surface reflection.

We created two types of datasets. The dataset is generated from same video
movies. The difference between them is data format. The first dataset is based
on frames. For every frame, we recorded motion detect areas – tags. Each tag is
specified by by its left upper corner ZoneX and ZoneY, width ZoneWidth, height
ZoneHeight, and center position X and Y. A short example is listed in Listing
1.1. The attribute FrameNo specifies the number of the video frame and Tags
attribute the number of tags in this frame.

<Frame FrameNo=”1” Tags=”3”>
<Tag X=”306” Y=”169” Zone X=”300” Zone Y=”164”

Zone Width=”12” Zone Height=”10” />
<Tag X=”328” Y=”208” Zone X=”323” Zone Y=”203”

Zone Width=”11” Zone Height=”11” />
<Tag X=”877” Y=”215” Zone X=”871” Zone Y=”208”

Zone Width=”13” Zone Height=”14” />
</Frame>

Listing 1.1. Example of one frame.

The other dataset is based fish moving trajectories. In this dataset, we tried
to build the trajectories for individual fish. A short example is listed in Listing 1.2
Every fish has a list of positions where was detected. The position is determined
by video frame Id, X and Y position in the frame. The position type – motion,
Zone, Clone specifies in wish we assigned the position to the fish. The motion type
is assigned to the position when the fish was detected by the motion algorithm.
In the case when the fish was ”invisible” for the motion detection algorithm,
we used type Zone or Clone type. The Zone type we used in the case where
the distance between the last fish position and detected area was smaller than
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defined distance. This often happens when two or more fish were detected in same
motion area. The clone type specifies when the fish and the shortest distance
to the closest motion are was bigger than given distance. This happens in the
situation where the fish did not move.

The fish element contains Id – fish id, PositionCount – number positions
assigned to the fish, MotionCount – number of positions with type Motion,
ZoneCount – number of positions with type Zone, CloneCount – number posi-
tions of Clone type and Distance, which is moved distance calculated as sum
distances between detected positions.

< f i s h Id=”169” Posit ionCount=”2168” MotionCount=”1101”
ZoneCount=”912” CloneCount=”155” Distance=” 9250.852 ”>
<Pos i t i on Frame=”6832” X=”362” Y=”138” Type=”Motion” />
<Pos i t i on Frame=”6833” X=”348” Y=”140” Type=”Zone” />
<Pos i t i on Frame=”6834” X=”350” Y=”140” Type=”Zone” />
<Pos i t i on Frame=”6835” X=”347” Y=”140” Type=”Zone” />
<Pos i t i on Frame=”6836” X=”347” Y=”140” Type=”Clone” />
. . .

< f i s h />

Listing 1.2. Example of fish trajectory.

Fig. 3. Video frame with marked fish and trajectories.

One frame from the captured video is depicted on Figure 3. The part of the
frame is zoomed in the bottom-left corner in more detail. As may be seen, the
path of each fish is demonstrated with the line behind the fish. The movement of
fish is not clearly simultaneous, and, as may be seen, two swarm of fish exists in
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the picture. This behavior appears during the most of the video, and it remains
in real-life too for the whole year.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the dataset that was prepared with the goal of
observation and modeling of the swarm behavior of a swarm of fish in a water
tank. Our dataset contains a one hour of video of the fish behavior divided into
5 minutes segments and trajectories detected with the basic approaches. The
purpose of the dataset has two main goals. The first goal is to model the behavior
that mimic the real fish behavior or that mimic the behavior of the whole swarm.
The second purpose is to design new methods for fish and trajectory detection
to be able to follow the fish even when it is covered by other fish as well as when
the fish move perpendicular to the view/ observation plane.
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